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ABSTRACT
We report the results of our study of propagation of gravitationally quantized ultracold neutrons in rough waveguides in conjunction with GRANIT experiments (ILL, Grenoble). Our theoretical study is done within the frame of the
general theory of transport in systems with random rough boundaries developed by
Meyerovich et al. We present a theoretical description of GRANIT experiments in
the biased diffusion approximation for waveguides with one- and two-dimensional
(1D and 2D) roughness. All system parameters collapse into a single constant (Φ)
which determines the depletion times for the gravitational quantum states and the
exit neutron count. Φ is determined by a complicated integral of the correlation
function (CF) of surface roughness. For waveguides with 1D roughness most of
the calculations can be performed analytically for the main common types of CF.
For waveguides with 2D roughness the final calculations are mostly numerical.
We also developed useful scaling equations for Φ which can allow experimentalists
to accommodate our results to different experimental setups. The reliable identification of the CF is always hindered by the presence of long fluctuation-driven
correlation tails in finite-size samples. In order to deal with this issue, we perform numerical experiments relevant for the identification of the roughness CF.
We generate surfaces with predetermined CF using rotation of uncorrelated surfaces or using Monte Carlo simulations based on the Ising model. These numerical
experiments show how to circumvent the difficulties that arise in extracting the
correlation properties of surface roughness using the data on the surface profile
obtained in STM-like experiments. This experience helps us to analyze the new
rough mirror and make theoretical predictions for ongoing GRANIT experiments.
We also propose an alternative waveguide design which can improve the accuracy
of experimental results.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Preliminary Comments
The main purpose of this thesis is to present a rigorous theoretical description

of the propagation of ultracold neutrons (UCN) through a rough waveguide based
on the theory of quantum transport in systems with rough boundaries formulated
by Meyerovich et al. [1–12]. We plan to formulate predictions for experimental
results within this theoretical framework. An additional goal is to build computational models that allow testing the effect of wall roughness on particle transport
in different scenarios. We use our experience with simulated rough mirrors in
numerical experiments to confidently identify the roughness correlation function
(CF) for the real rough ceiling mirror which is being built at the Institute LaueLangevin (ILL), in Grenoble, France. This allows us to suggest improvements for
the experimental setup.
The observation of discrete quantum gravitational states of UCN in Earth’s
gravitational field has been one of the most interesting recent achievements in
neutron physics. The most representative experimental results were obtained by
Nesvizhevsky et al. after 2002 [13–24] by implementation of the GRANIT spectrometer [19–21] at ILL.
The lowest quantum gravitational states of UCN are observed by projecting a
collimated beam of UCN with large horizontal but small vertical velocities between
two parallel horizontal mirror surfaces (the “waveguide”). The surface of the upper
mirror has microscale roughness and, therefore, scatters away the neutrons in the
1

higher gravitational states when they reach it. On the other hand, the bottom
mirror is a perfect reflector which specularly reflects the neutrons. After several
collisions with the rough walls neutrons incident at high angles are lost. As a
result, only UCN in the lowest gravitational states, which cannot reach the upper
mirror, continue bouncing and get to a detector.
The detection of quantum gravitational states of UCN encouraged the use of
rough mirrors as quantum state selectors to resolve the ultra-low energies required
in the experiments (∼ 1 peV). Rough surfaces in GRANIT experiments are important because they ensure non-specular reflection. State selectors of this type
can have a wide range of applications, not only for the UCN beams. The advantageous implementation of rough scatterer surfaces has inspired the design of
numerous promising GRANIT-like experiments [1–12, 25–43]. Two examples are
the resolution of centrifugal quantum states in UCN in the so-called “whispering
gallery” of quantum states of UCN [25, 26] and the observation of quantum gravitational states for other ultracold particles and anti-particles within the framework
of the GBAR project at CERN [27–31]. Other interesting experiments include the
search for fundamental forces at extra-short ranges as predicted by grand unified
theories [32–40, 44], tests of the weak equivalence principle [34, 35, 38–41, 44], extensions of quantum mechanics [42, 43] and surface studies [1–12]. GRANIT-like
experiments may also be helpful to advance investigations of fundamental properties of neutrons, such as, for example, the search of the electric dipole moment
of the neutron [45, 46], the search for the neutron charge [47, 48] and the precise
measurement of the neutron life-time [49].
The resolution and quality of the observed quantum gravitational states of
UCN rely heavily on the quality of roughness of the upper “ceiling” mirror. Earlier,
Meyerovich et al. proposed a theory of particle diffusion along random rough walls

2

in which the experimental results are linked to the roughness parameters of the
absorber mirror [1–12]. The agreement between this theory and the experimental
results on UCN is surprisingly good, despite the existing uncertainties of the input
parameters. Other theoretical approaches to GRANIT experiments do not fully
account for the roughness of the waveguide [22–24].
Meyerovich et al. emphasized the role played by the roughness correlation
function of surface inhomogeneities (CF) in the diffusion of UCN along rough
walls. It turned out that the roughness-driven transition probabilities between two
quantum states (j, q) and (j 0 , q0 ) are directly proportional to the power spectrum
(Fourier image) of the CF, where q is the particle momentum along the wall [1–12].
All the information about the imperfections of the surface enter the neutron count
via a single constant, Φ, which is a complicated integral of the power spectrum [8],
see Eqs. (30) and (43). This shows the paramount importance of an accurate
identification of the surface correlator for the use of rough mirrors in precision
measurements.
Treating a real surface to create imperfections with a pre-determined CF is
extremely impractical, if not impossible [50]. Even if this were possible, the identification of the CF for a given surface is highly non-trivial [51–54]. As result, the
common theoretical practice is to designate its shape ad hoc [1, 2], despite the impact of the functional form of the CF on the physical observables [1–8]. The best
way to approach this issue is to computationally generate random rough surfaces
where the surface correlations are known exactly. One can obtain the generated
discrete surface profile by measuring it with the computational analog of a STM
(Scanning Tunneling Microscope) needle. The correlator is extracted by direct
computation, compared with the CF used to generate the surface and analyzed
using various fitting functions. Another option is to feed the extracted correlator
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directly into the equations for the observables without using the fitting functions.
The importance of numerical experiments with the simulated surfaces is to show
how to circumvent the possible pitfalls that hinder the reliable identification of a
surface correlator for a real surface. We will show below that a proper identification of the surface correlator is fundamental for increasing the resolution of the
observed quantum gravitational states of UCN in the GRANIT spectrometer. A
better control in the way the roughness of the scatterer/absorber mirror is prepared
will open ways to optimize the results for current experiments.
Recent measurements of roughness parameters for a new rough glass mirror,
which will be used as a scatterer/absorber in upcoming UCN experiments [10–12],
offer us the opportunity to test the effectiveness of the numerical experiments [9]
and apply the experience gained identifying correlators with simulated surfaces
to a real rough surface. The ongoing experiments implementing this new mirror
should also serve to test the theory of biased quantum diffusion approximation
developed in Refs. [1–12].
This thesis is arranged as follows:
In Section 1.2 we provide a description of the experimental setup used to
observe quantum gravitational states in UCN [13–23]. We describe the GRANIT
spectrometer and introduce the main parameters of the system. We also introduce
the proper dimensionless variables and the roughness parameters describing the
coarseness of the surfaces. In Section 1.3 we also discuss the details of design of
the new mirror and the characteristics of its roughness. In Section 1.4 we present
the main equations and the theoretical framework of the bias quantum diffusion
approximation.
In Chapter 2 we derive our expressions for the exit neutron count based on the
theoretical framework for one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) rough
4

waveguides. The main conclusion is that all the system parameters collapse into
a single constant (Φ) which determines the depletion times for the gravitational
states through a complicated integral of the power spectrum of the CF (ζ̃). We
perform these integrations numerically and, where possible, analytically. Finally,
we show the effects of different types of roughness in the value of Φ and how this
impacts the neutron count, N (Φ). Our conclusion is that an optimal value to
observe the step-wise behavior of N (Φ) is Φ > 40 for 1D rough waveguides [8]. A
value of Φ ∼ 5 × 103 in the case of the new 2D rough waveguide gives a neutron
count with very well defined quantum steps [10–12], but might be too large for
precise measurements.
In Chapter 3 we discuss the computational methods of generation of 1D and
2D rough surfaces with desired correlations between inhomogeneities. We perform
numerical experiments with different kinds of roughness in which we evaluate how
the observables are impacted by features of the extracted CF such as long-range
correlations (tails), sample size effects, step size, and anisotropies exhibited by
the generated surfaces. Special care should be taken in dealing with the long
fluctuation-driven tails and the anisotropy of the CF. The treatment of these effects
is highly non-trivial. We propose procedures for dealing with these issues and test
their effectiveness. Towards the end of the chapter, we extend our numerical
experiments to surfaces with atomic roughness which are generated via Monte
Carlo simulations with Ising chains in one and two dimensions.
In Chapter 4 we focus our attention on the reliable identification of the CF
for the new rough surface mirror. First, we extract the correlator from the datasets containing the surface measurements (see Section 1.3 for a primer). Later, we
apply the criteria developed from the numerical experiments of Chapter 3 for the
appropriate identification of the surface correlator. We compare the main issues in
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the identification of the extracted CF with those encountered with the simulated
rough surfaces. The main distinctions are the difference in size of the sampled areas
and the step size of the instrument used in the measurements when compared to
those for our simulated surfaces. Finally, we identify the functional form of the
CF as two-dimensional isotropic exponential function [10–12].
In Chapter 5 we offer our theoretical predictions for the neutron count of future
GRANIT experiments with the new mirror, based on our conclusions regarding the
correlation function identified in Chapter 4.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize the results and formulate our main conclusions and suggestions. In addition, we put forward our proposal for an alternative
design of the rough ceiling mirror based on our numerical experiments with Ising
chains developed in Chapter 2. This new design might significantly improve the
quality of GRANIT experiments. We provide suggestions for its implementation
and show the predicted observables.

1.2

The GRANIT Experiment
A quasiclassical estimation of the energy levels of a quantum particle bounc-

ing on a horizontal surface in the presence of Earth’s gravitational field gives a
spectrum of a few peV for the lowest energy states of neutrons [55–57], making
the observation of gravitational quantum bound states extremely challenging. The
main reason is the extreme weakness of the gravitational interaction when compared to electromagnetic or nuclear forces. Neutrons are elementary particles with
no charge and a relatively long lifetime, which makes them the most favorable
candidates for the experimental observation of quantum bound states in a gravitational field1 [58].
1

Anti-hydrogen and positronium have emerged recently as interesting alternatives. See Refs.
[27–30]
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Figure 1: Scheme of the rough neutron waveguide in GRANIT experiment.

The first experimental evidence of the observation of the lowest quantum states
of neutrons in Earth’s gravitational field was reported in 2002 by Nesvizhevsky et
al. [13–23] after a series of experiments in a high-precision neutron gravitational
spectrometer. The GRANIT spectrometer takes advantage of the long storage
time of neutrons by sending a collimated beam of UCN through a long waveguide
with reflecting walls. The details of operation of the GRANIT spectrometer can
be found in Refs. [13–23] and references therein. The basic idea for the observation
of the gravitationally induced quantum states of UCN is summarized in Figure 1.
A collimated flux of UCN with a horizontal velocity of ∼ (5 ÷ 15) m/s and a
small vertical velocity of a few cm/s is allowed to propagate between two parallel
horizontal mirrors made of sapphire (the “waveguide”). The bottom “floor” mirror
is in practice perfectly flat [15, 59, 60]. This ensures high probability of specular
reflection for the bouncing neutrons. On the other hand, the top “ceiling” mirror
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is made intentionally rough for the purpose of serving as a selector for the vertical component of the velocity of the neutrons. The coarse surface of the ceiling
causes turning of the velocity vector thus increasing the probability of absorption
via quantum mechanical tunneling. In this way, only the neutrons with vertical
velocity smaller than a critical value (∼ 4 m/s) remain unabsorbed and can exit
the waveguide and reach a detector.
The waveguide is installed in the uppermost part of the spectrometer, where
it has been isolated from the effects of external vibrations, electromagnetic fields
and other external factors. The mirrors in the waveguide can be set up in several
configurations in which they can be interchanged and their position can be adjusted
horizontally and vertically for different purposes [22–24]. In this thesis, we adopt
the configuration shown in Figure 1, in which the edge of mirrors are perfectly
aligned and each is ∼ 10 cm long. This length is the minimum horizontal distance
covered by the UCN during their estimated flight time (∼ 20 ms). The vertical
separation of the mirrors (the width of the waveguide, H) can be changed. The
minimal width is ∼ 15 µm, which is comparable to the semi-classical amplitude of
bounces of UCN in the ground state. The quantization of the vertical motion of
neutrons by Earth’s gravity field translates into the quantization of the amplitudes
of bounces from the floor mirror. Consequently, the neutron count at the location
of the detector should be a step-wise function of the width of the waveguide [1, 2]
(see also Figure 4 on page 18).
The main mechanism of neutron loss within the waveguide is the absorption
of neutrons with vertical velocity above the critical value by the mirror material
[1, 2]. The scattering of neutrons by the rough ceiling turns the velocity vector
thus increasing its vertical component for neutrons that reach the ceiling. The
imperfections of the ceiling mix the gravitational quantum states and broadens
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the energy levels. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a quantitative description
of the roughness parameters governing the surface inhomogeneities.
The roughness of a surface is described in terms of its deviation with respect
to a perfectly flat reference plane that is chosen in accordance to the long-range
behavior of the surface [50]. If z(x, y) is the height of the surface relative to the
mean plane then the strength of the roughness is characterized by the average
p
amplitude of roughness of the inhomogeneities, ` = hz 2 i, where the averaging
occurs over the size of the surface for a given height-to-height distribution2 . However, two surfaces with the same average height and distribution might still look
considerably different from each other if the horizontal length scale over which
the heights are varying is different. Such horizontal length scale is referred to as
correlation radius, R. One way of interpreting R is as the mean lateral size of the
imperfections of the surface.
Although an increase of the roughness amplitude ` should make the selection
of the gravitational states more pronounced, it is not convenient to make it large
since it causes uncertainties when measuring the positions of the mirrors. Instead,
one should stay within the weak roughness domain, `  R, H.
Consider the motion of a quantum particle in the gravity field above a perfectly
reflecting mirror. This corresponds to an open geometry where the ceiling is absent
(see Figure 1). In this case, the Schördinger equation reads


~2 d2
−
+ mgz ψ(z) = Eψ(z),
2m dz 2

(1)

where ψ(z), the wavefunction in the z-direction, must satisfy ψ(0, ∞) = 0. The
solution of Eq. (1), together with the boundary conditions, is a popular problem
in introductory quantum mechanics whose solution is a linear combination of the
2

For simplicity, one assumes a suitable choice of a reference plane such that hzi = 0 [50].
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Airy functions, Ai and Bi [55–57]. In this geometry, one finds useful to measure
all relevant lengths in units of

l0 =

~2
2m2 g

1/3
≈ 5.87 µm,

(2)

which is the characteristic length scale of our system. This value describes the
amplitude of particle bounces in the lowest quantum state.
From Eq. (2), we can introduce other relevant scales. The energy scale is
defined by e0 = mgl0 ∼ 0.602 peV (the energy of the neutron in the ground state),
√
while v0 = 2gl0 = ~/ml0 ∼ 1.1 × 10−2 m/s defines the velocity scale. The time
scale is given by
√
1
2π ~
=
∼ 1149 s−1 .
τ0
4m l02

(3)

It is also convenient to adopt some notation which will become useful later:
• The width of the waveguide in units of l0 is h = H/l0 .
• The correlation radius and the amplitude of roughness are expressed in the
dimensionless variables r = R/l0 and η = `/l0 . After inspection under the
microscope, it was estimated that the rough mirror of Ref. [13] had the
roughness parameters R ' 7 µm and ` ' 0.7 µm. This corresponds to
r ' 1.19 and η ' 0.119. The floor mirror, on the other hand, had an
amplitude of roughness in the order of 10 Å and a correlation radius of a few
hundred nm [59, 60].
• The quantized energy levels of the UCN are represented by λj = Ej /e0 .
In Ref. [13], the typical overall kinetic energy of the particles in the beam
ranged between uc = 1.4 × 105 < ε = E/e0 < 8.7 × 105 . Here, uc = Uc /e0
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is absorption threshold of the mirror surfaces3 , Uc ≈ 100 neV. Notice that
λ0 /uc , mgh/uc ∼ 10−5 . This indicates that the details of the potential
well close to the absorption threshold (j  1) are negligible for the lowest
gravitational quantum states (see Ref. [2]).
• It is useful to introduce the ratio χ = uc /ε. In Ref. [13], 0.16 . χ < 1. The
p
√
dimensionless momenta are βj = vj /v0 = ε − λj = ε(1−λj /2ε) = qj l0 /~,
for λj  ε.
• The UCN flight time corresponds to tL = L/vx , where L is the length of the
mirrors. In Ref. [13], tL ≈ 2 × 10−2 s. In dimensionless units, tL /τ0 ≈ 23.

1.3

New Mirror and Roughness Measurements
Since 2002, the GRANIT spectrometer has been subject to various upgrades

[11, 21, 63, 64]. Several uncertainties in the waveguide have been reduced or
eliminated and many parameters have been measured more accurately. The main
objective of the improvements is to refine the observation of the UCN spectrum.
The major modification in the latest upgrade is the installation of a new large rough
ceiling mirror for upcoming UCN experiments at ILL. Consequently, we have to
distinguish between the data-set corresponding to the experiments performed with
the old mirror from 2002 until recently and those for the new waveguide. In both
cases, the setups maintain the geometry of Figure 1.
The design of the new, larger ceiling mirror should serve to improve the shape
of the UCN spectrum. Since the main application of the ceiling mirror is to serve
as a selector of quantum gravitational states, the roughness has to be large in
order to maximize its scattering/absorption efficiency. As commented earlier, this
3

This is the so-called Fermi pseudopotential of the surface mirror [61, 62].
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Figure 2: The latest rough mirror surface with five control patches [11]. The mirror is
90 mm long in the direction of propagation of the UCN.

is done at the expense of loosing precision in the measurements of the position of
the absorber.
The dimensions of the new mirror are shown in Figure 2. The neutrons propagate parallel to the 90 mm long edge. The surface roughness is measured using
a Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI) technique [65] in the five control patches
shown in the Figure. Each patch is 0.504×0.504 mm2 and consists of a matrix of
∼ 2500×2500 data points representing the amplitude of roughness of the inhomogeneities of the scatterer with respect to a mean reference plane. The scanning
is done using a light source that splits into two coherent light beams. One of the
beams is sent onto the mirror and is coupled with another light beam that has
been reflected from a flat control sample (amplitude of roughness of 0.5 Å). The
emergent resulting beam is then analyzed in a CCD camera where the interference
patterns provide the surface profile. The technique is not perfect. If the inhomogeneities are too sharp at a particular position, the beam doesn’t reflect back into
the detector. The CCD mechanism recognizes this as a “bad pixel” and enters the
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data set under the label “Bad”. About (1.5 ÷ 2)% of the data points per patch
were cataloged “Bad”. The “Bad” points appeared scattered across the patch, often forming clusters. The largest cluster found contained 8 adjacent “Bad” points.
A more thorough discussion on how these faulty entries were dealt with will be
offered in Chapter 4.
The VSI technique is more advantageous than other scanning techniques, such
as Atomic Force Spectroscopy (AFM), for several reasons. First, the extension of
the scanned surface has to be considerably larger than the correlation radius, at
least a few hundred µm. Such area is too large for standard AFM, which is more
appropriate for measurements in the angstrom range. Second, the lateral correlation radius should be comparable to l0  1 Å for optimal absorption efficiency.
Each data point in the patch has the spatial separation of the instrument’s horizontal step size, ∼ 0.2 µm  l0 . Here, the range of application of AFM would
have been constraining.
Other parameters of the new waveguide are slightly different from the original
GRANIT data. The average kinetic energy is ε = 1.4 × 105 = uc , or χ = 1.
This puts the average horizontal UCN velocity in ∼ 4 m/s. The time of flight for
the new mirror is 9 cm/4 m/s = 22.5 ms = 26τ0 . Finally, the most significant
differences occur obviously in the roughness of the mirror itself. This will be the
topic of discussion in Chapter 4.

1.4

Theoretical Background
Studies of the effects of random surface roughness on wave and particle

scattering are important for the description of the diffusion flows of particles
along rough walls in thin films, wires, layers, quantum wells and rough waveg-
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uides [3–7, 52–54, 66–69]. Earlier, Meyerovich et al. developed a versatile theoretical framework of particle transport in systems with random rough boundaries which incorporates the boundary scattering directly into the bulk transport
equation [1–5]. The main idea is to include the roughness of the walls into the
roughness-driven transition probabilities between quantum states, W (q, q0 ) (see
below). The diffusion along the rough channel is described by the Boltzmann-like
transport equation
Z
ṅ(q) = 2π

d3 q 0
W (q, q0 )(n(q) − n(q0 ))δ(q − q0 ),
(2π~)3

(4)

where n(q) is the distribution function of the particles and (q) is the energy
spectrum. Here, q = (p, q) is the momentum along xy in the waveguide with the
geometry of Figure 1.
Eq. (4) is readily adjusted to the neutron problem. The motion perpendicular
to the walls is quantized by gravity, whereas the motion parallel to the walls is
quasi-classical with continuous spectrum. Consequently,

ṅj (q) = 2π

XZ
j0

d2 q 0
Wjj 0 (q, q0 )(njq − nj 0 q0 )δ(jq − j 0 q0 ).
(2π~)2

(5)

The contribution from transitions to the states within continuous spectrum
above the absorption threshold Uc , for which there are no reverse processes, is
negligible [1, 2]. Thus, upon the substitution qj2 /2m = E − j , one can carry out
the integration over the energies which yields [10–12]
Z
∂Nj
mX
=
dθ Wjj 0 (|qj − qj 0 |)(Nj 0 − Nj ),
∂t
2π j 0

(6)

where Nj is the neutron population per unit length of the beam and θ is the angle
between qj and qj 0 .
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The simplest approach to the determination of the transition probabilities
Wjj 0 in Eq. (6) consists of using the small corrugation of the wall as a perturbation
parameter within the weak roughness domain [3–5]. Let ξ(x, y) be a random
variable describing the surface roughness of the ceiling mirror with respect to the
plane z = H. This corresponds to a barrier of height Uc at position z = H +ξ(x, y).
Since mgH  Uc , the magnitude of the perturbation is described by V (x, y, z) ≈
−ξ(x, y)Uc δ(z − H), where the roughness-driven transition probabilities are

Wjj 0 (q, q0 ) = h|Vjq,j 0 q0 |2 i.

(7)

The matrix element should be determined by using the wavefunction
Ψj (x, y, z) = φ(x)ψj (z),

(8)

where x = (x, y). The functions ψj correspond to the unperturbed quantized
eigenstates of neutrons in the presence of a gravity field in the closed geometry
with flat walls, as found in Ref. [1]. The functions φ(x) are properly normalized
plane waves. If the absorption barrier Uc is finite, the calculation of Wjj 0 in (7)
yields [1, 2]:

Wjj 0 (q, q0 ) = ζ̃(|q − q0 |)Uc2 |ψj (H)|2 |ψj 0 (H)|2 ,

(9)

otherwise, if Uc → ∞, then [3–6]

Wjj 0 (q, q0 ) =

1
ζ̃(|q − q0 |)|ψj0 (H)|2 |ψj0 0 (H)|2 ,
4m2

(10)

where the function ζ̃ is the power spectrum (Fourier image) of the correlation
function of inhomogeneities (CF) [50], defined as

0

0

ζ(x) = hξ(x )ξ(x + x)i = lim A
A→∞
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−1

Z

d2 x0 ξ(x0 )ξ(x0 + x),

(11)

Name
Gaussian, G
Power Law, P L
Exponential, E

ϕ(x/r)
exp(−x2 /2r2 )
2µ/(1 + x2 /r2 )1+µ
(|x|/r)λ Kλ (|x|/r)/2λ Γ(1 + λ)

Table 1: Most common mathematical forms of the correlation functions.

where A is the averaging area.
The mathematical form of the CF cannot be found theoretically, except for
very few exactly solvable realistic models of surface interaction. In theoretical
calculations, the shape of the CF is assumed to be known. However, there are
many equally justifiable forms of the CF [23, 70]. The most common choices are
the Gaussian (G), exponential (E) or power law (P L) correlators, see Table 1. All
these mathematical models follow the general form

ζ(x) = η 2 ϕ(x/r),

(12)

where the dimensionless roughness parameters η and r can be used as free parameters in the identification of surface correlations. The use of additional fitting
parameters might improve the description of the surface roughness but it will not
offer any new physics. In general, the function ϕ in Eq. (12) is smooth and satisfies
ϕ(0) = 1 and ϕ(∞) = 0. However, in practice, the CF does not monotonically
decay to zero. Instead, it might exhibit a long oscillating tail (see Figure 3 on page
17). This noise-like oscillating tail has an important impact on the identification
of surface correlations and on the calculation of observables (see Eq. (9)). We will
return to this in more detail in Chapter 3.
The short-range behavior of the surface correlations is determined by a peak
area of size ∼ r. The reliable identification of the CF depends on the quality of
the data in and around the peak area, see Chapter 3 and Refs. [50, 51].
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Figure 3: (Solid line) CF for a one-dimensional surface with Gaussian correlations among inhomogeneities. (Dotted line) Gaussian fitting function corresponding
to exp(−x2 /8), i.e., r = 2.

The diffusion of neutrons between discrete gravitational states has a strong
directional bias upward [1, 2]. The bias is explained by the rapid growth of the
product of the wavefunctions at the boundary with increasing j and j 0 (see Eqs.
(9) and (10)). This product grows roughly as j 2 j 02 . The increase in the rate of
the jumps j → j 0 > j is compensated only by the decay of ζ̃(|qj − qj 0 |) at large
|qj − qj 0 |, which is determined by |qj − qj 0 | . 1/R. As a result, the transition
rates Wj 0 >j display a narrow peak around some j1  j.
The consequences of the strong upward bias are twofold. First, almost all
the time necessary for a neutron initially in a low gravitational state j to diffuse
upwards towards the absorption barrier is spent in the first transition upward.
Further transitions to higher states occur much faster. Second, the strong upward
bias allows us to neglect particles returning back to the lowest states. This results
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Figure 4: (Crosses) Experimental neutron count as measured by Nesvizhevsky et al.
in Ref. [13]. (Solid curve) Neutron count as a function of the width of the waveguide
as predicted by the quantum transport theory for biased diffusion. The parameters of
the original mirror are η = 0.119, r = 1.19, χ = 0.16. The initial occupancy of states in
front of the waveguide is chosen Nj (0) = N0 = 1.

in a decoupling of Eqs. (6):
∂Nj
Nj
=− ,
∂t
τj

(13)

where τj = τj (h) are the relaxation times of neutrons in the j th gravitational state.
The set of linear differential equations (13) can be readily solved in terms of
the relaxation times to yield the exit UCN count [1, 2, 10–12]:

Ne =

X

Nj (0) exp(−tL /τj ),

j
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(14)

where the initial distribution of neutrons entering the waveguide, Nj (0), is usually
assumed uniform, Nj (0) = N0 .
Figure 4 on page 18 compares the experimental data from Ref. [13] (crosses)
with the calculations, Eq. (14) (solid curve), see Ref. [2]. The roughness parameters
are those of the original ceiling mirror (i.e., η = 0.119, r = 1.19). There is
a good agreement between the theoretical and the experimental curves despite
of low accuracy for the estimates of the roughness parameters of ∼ (10÷20)%.
This is rather surprising, given the high sensitivity of the theoretical curve to
the amplitude of roughness and correlation radius. There are other uncertainties
associated with the width of the slit [13] and the lack of knowledge of the initial
neutron distribution, Nj (0) [2].
In the next chapter we will improve and refine the theoretical approach.
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CHAPTER 2
Waveguides with 1D and 2D Roughness

2.1

Waveguides with 1D Roughness
The values of τj = τj (h) in Eq. (13) determine the depletion times of each

quantum state j and the overall neutron count, Eq. (14). These depletion times
in the biased diffused approximation, in which only the upward transition rates
j → j 0 > j are significant, are given by [1, 2]:
X 1
1
1
= (0) +
,
τj
τ
jj 0
τj
0
j
(0)

where τj

(15)

are the characteristic times for direct transitions over the absorption

threshold uc and τjj 0 are the transition times between the discrete gravitational
states j and j 0 . Since the absorption threshold uc is very high (∼ 105 ) the direct
transitions over the threshold are negligible in comparison to the second term in
Eq. (15). Consequently, Eqs. (6), (13) and (15), yield [1–5]:
X Z dθ
1
=m
Wjj 0 (|qj − qj 0 |),
τj
2π
0
j >j

(16)

where θ is the angle between the momenta qj and qj 0 .
When we substitute Eq. (9) into Eq. (16), we find that the relaxation times
τj differ from each other only by the values of ψj2 (H) [1, 2],
1
bj 1
=
,
τj
b1 τ1
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Figure 5: The ratios τj (h)/τ1 (h), Eq. (17), for the lowest quantum levels j = 2, 3, 4, 5
as a function of the slit width h. The curves are labeled by the values of j. These
functions are the same for 1D and 2D roughness and do not depend on the roughness
parameters.

where τ1 is the depletion time for the lowest gravitational state (see Eq. (16)),
X Z dθ
1
=m
W1j 0 (|q1 − qj 0 |).
τ1
2π
0
j >1

(18)

We define bj in Eq. (17) as

bj =

l0
· 105 ψj2 (H),
2

(19)

where the coefficient 105 is introduced only for the computational convenience.
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The ratios τj (h)/τ1 (h), Eq. (17), are plotted in Figure 5 on page 27 for j =
2, 3, 4, 5 as a function of the width of the waveguide, h. These ratios measure
the relative widths of the eigenstates in the biased diffusion approximation. It is
important to note that these ratios are the same for 1D and 2D roughness and
do not depend on the roughness parameters at all. Figure 5 also illustrates the
fact that the depletion times τj can be relatively close to each other. The stepwise
dependence of the exit neutron count Ne on h can be observed only if the values
of tL /τj = (tL /τ1 )(bj /b1 ) are not too close to each other, which requires relatively
long times of flight, i.e., a relatively long waveguide.
Eqs. (17) and (18) show that for the lowest quantum gravitational levels all
the relevant parameters of roughness and the waveguide entering the exit neutron
count collapse into a single dimensionless constant Φ [3–7],

 X
tL
Ne (h) X
=
exp −
=
exp (−Φbj (h)) ,
N0
τj (h)
j
j

(20)

where

Φ=

tL
,
τ1 (h)b1 (h)

(21)

√
and tL = L/vj ≈ L/ v0 for the lowest levels.
What makes Φ the most important parameter of the problem (even more
important than 1/τ1 ) is that it does not depend on the waveguide width, h, unlike
the relaxation time τ1 = τ1 (h) which is inversely proportional to b1 (h) in Eq. (17).
The calculation of Φ in Eq. (21) obviously depends on the dimensionality of the
roughness and the shape of the surface CF. The value of the dimensionless constant
Φ also depends on the properties of the waveguide. Regardless, the moment we
determine Φ we know the dependence of the neutron count on the waveguide
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width irrespective of the origin of this particular value of Φ, see Figure 6 on page
31. Therefore, the calculation of Φ becomes the prime target of the theory.
We calculate Φ starting from the waveguides with 1D roughness for which
most of the calculations can be carried out analytically. 1D roughness is a random
grating perpendicular to the direction of the beam and the 2D momentum both
before and after the scattering has only one component along the beam, q =
(p, 0). Later, we will mention why 1D roughness is important though the existing
rough mirrors exhibit 2D roughness [4, 5, 7] (Chapter 6). It is more convenient to
start not from Eq. (18) but from Eq. (16). The transition probabilities and the
distribution function have the form [1, 5]

Wjj 0 (q, q0 ) = δ(q − q 0 )Wjj 0 (p, p0 ),

nj (q) =
where pj =

(2π)2
δ(q)δ(p − pj )Nj ,
Lp Lq

(22)

(23)

p
2m(E − j ). Consequently, Eq. (16) reduces to [1, 2]
1
1 X wjj 0 (pj − pj 0 )
=
,
τj
τ0 j 0 >j
vj 0

(24)

where, in our dimensionless variables, the scattering probabilities have the form

wjj 0 = 4 × 10−10

η2r 2
u ψ1 (yjj 0 )bj bj 0 ,
βj c

(25)

where yjj 0 = yj − yj 0 = r(βj − βj 0 ) and ψ1 stands for the dimensionless part of the
1D Fourier image of the CF (12), i.e.:

ζ̃1 (pj − pj 0 ) =

√

2πl03 η 2 rψ1 (yjj 0 ).

The lower index “1” in Eqs. (25), (26) and below indicates 1D roughness.
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(26)

Because of the upward bias in the UCN diffusion, only the terms with large
j 0 , 1  j 0  uc , make a noticeable contribution to the sum (24). This leads
to two important conclusions. First, the important final states j 0  1 are far
away from the bottom of the well where the presence of the gravitational field
can be neglected and the energy states can be described by a deep square well
approximation [1, 3, 5],

λj 0 = π 2 j 02 /h2 ,

bj 0 = 105 λj 0 /huc .

(27)

Second, the rapid increase of the transition rate for j 0  1 allows us to replace
the sum in Eq. (24) by an integration,
 η 2
τ0
= 2 × 10−5 u2c
b1 (h)F1 (r, h),
τ1
r

(28)

where

F1 (r, h) = 2 × 10−5 r3 ε−1/2

X

bj 0 ψ1 (y1j 0 )

j 0 >1
3

2r ε
'
πuc

Z


√
√ 
y(z) = r ε 1 − 1 − z 2 .

1

dz z 2 ψ1 (y),

(29)

0

Eqs. (28) and (29) allow us to write our main parameter Φ1 in Eq. (21) in a
very simple form (see Appendix A for details):

2

Z

Φ1 (η, r) = A1 η r

1

dz z 2 ψ1 (y),

(30)

0

where

A1 =

4
tL ε
× 10−5
.
π
τ0 uc

(31)

As stated earlier, the width of the waveguide h does not appear in Eq. (30).
Φ1 depends only on the parameters of roughness (η and r), the profile of the CF
30
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Figure 6: Experimental neutron count as measured by Nesvizhevsky et al. in Ref. [8]
(Crosses). The solid curves show the theoretical exit neutron count (20) as a function
of the width of the waveguide for various values of Φ1 . The curves are marked by the
values of Φ1 used in calculations. The curve corresponding to ΦG
1 ≈ 23.5 is equivalent
to the theoretical fit [1] to experimental data using the one-dimensional Gaussian CF.
The parameters of the original mirror are η = 0.119, r = 1.19, χ = 0.16. The initial
occupancy of states in front of the waveguide assumed to be Nj (0) = N0 = 1.

(ψ1 ) and on the properties of the experimental setup (the neutron flight time (tL ),
the penetration barrier (uc ) and the total kinetic energy (ε)) which are collected
in the constant A1 .
The only remaining task is the calculation of the integral (30) for CF of various
functional forms, see Table 2. For example, if the correlation function is Gaussian,
its Fourier image is also Gaussian,

2
2
ϕG
1 (x/r) = exp(−x /2r ),
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ψ1G (y) = exp(−y 2 /2).

(32)

Name
Gaussian, G

ϕ1 (x/r)
exp(−x2 /2r2 )

ψ1 (y)
exp(−y 2 /2)

Power law, P L

2µ
(1+x2 /r2 )1+µ

x λ Kλ (x/r)
r
2λ Γ(1+λ)

y µ Kµ (y)
2µ−1 Γ(µ)
1
(1+y 2 )1+λ

Exponential, E

Φ1 /A1 η 2


1
8 3/4
√
Γ 74
3 r ε
p π −3/4 1−µ
ε
2 µ
r

3/4
Γ(λ+1/4)
1
4

√
3 r

ε

Γ(λ+1)

Table 2: The most important 1D CF, their power spectrum, and the analytical expressions for Φ1 after integrating Eq. (30).

The integration in Eq. (30) yields:
ΦG
1
1
= √
2
A1 η
3 r

 3/4  
8
7
Γ
.
ε
4

(33)

This equation has been used in Ref. [3] when fitting the experimental data from
Ref. [8]. Assuming that the measured roughness parameters of the original mirror
are accurate and that we are dealing with 1D Gaussian roughness, we obtain
G
ΦG
1 ≈ 23.5. The curve corresponding to Φ1 ≈ 23.5 is indistinguishable from the

theoretical fit to the experimental data [3, 8] shown in Figures 4 and 6 as crosses.
It is important to note that η and r in Figure 6 are not fitting parameters,
but were the observed values of the amplitude and lateral size of roughness in
experiment (η = 1.19, r = 0.119). The only fitting parameter is the value of N0 (the
vertical scale of Figure 6) under the assumption N0 = Nj (0). For the experimental
setup of Ref. [8], A1 = 3.53 × 107 and Φ1 acquires a normal order of magnitude
between 1 and 100. It is clear from Figures 4 and 6 that one requires Φ & 40 in
order to see well-developed quantum gravitational steps in the dependence of the
exit neutron count on the waveguide width, h.
Table 2 summarizes the most common forms of 1D surface correlations (Gaussian, power law and exponential) and their power spectra. In the case of the power
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law CF, the Fourier image behaves like an exponential function,

ϕP1 L (x/r) =

2µ
,
(1 + x2 /r2 )1+µ

ψ1P L (y) =

y µ Kµ (y)
,
2µ−1 Γ(µ)

(34)

and the constant Φ1 has the form
ΦP1 L
=
A1 η 2

r

π −3/4 1−µ
ε
2 µ.
r

(35)

where Kn is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
In the opposite case, when the power spectrum of roughness ψ1 is given by a
power law function, the CF ϕ1 behaves exponentially, i.e.,

ψ1E (y)

1
,
=
(1 + y 2 )1+λ
ΦE
1
1
= √
2
A1 η
3 r

ϕE
1 (x/r)

(x/r)λ Kλ (x/r)
=
,
2λ Γ(1 + λ)

 3/4
4
Γ(λ + 1/4)
.
ε
Γ(λ + 1)

(36)

(37)

The functions ψ1P L and ϕE
1 in Eqs. (34) and (36) become purely exponential when
µ = λ = 1/2, since
r
exp(−x) =

2x
K1/2 (x).
π

(38)

The parameter Φ1 and the relaxation times τj exhibit a universal dependence
on the amplitude η, the correlation radius of the surface roughness r, and the
overall kinetic energy of particles in the beam ε:

Φ1 ,

1
η2
∝ 1/2 3/4 .
τj
r ε

(39)

This scaling is precise when uc → ∞. For finite uc , uc ≈ 105 , the power of r is
slightly different, r−0.493 .
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Figure 7: The inverse depletion times 1/τj for the lowest gravitational states j =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for a waveguide with 1D exponential roughness with η = r = 1. The curves
are marked by the values of j. The vertical scale is in kHz.

The expressions for Φ1 in Eqs. (33), (35) and (37) allow us to find the depletion
times τj for each gravitational state, Eq. (17). In Figure 7, we plot the inverse of
the depletion times 1/τj (h) in kHz for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in the case of a waveguide
with pure exponential 1D roughness η = r = 1. Eq. (39) allows recalculating
the relaxation times for different roughness parameters. The parameters of the
waveguide (neutron velocity, neutron flight time, etc.) correspond to the original
GRANIT cell.
The relaxation times τj (h) describe the depletion and broadening of the quantum gravitational states, j (h). In Figure 8 on page 35, we plot j (h) for j = 1, 3, 5
as a function of the waveguide width h (solid lines) together with the line broadening j (h) ± 1/2τj (h) (dashed lines) in kHz. The roughness is exponential in 1D
with η = r = 1. Eq. (39) extends the results to different values of η and r. The
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Figure 8: The energies of the gravitational quantum states j (h) for j = 1, 3, 5 as
a function of the waveguide width (h) (solid lines). The dashed lines show the line
broadening j ± 1/2τj in kHz. The roughness is exponential in one dimension with
η = r = 1.

broadening of the state j increases dramatically and rapidly reaches the separation
between the states after the width of the waveguide becomes smaller than some
critical value, hc,j . Below hc,j the gravitational state j looses its discrete quantum
nature. This occurs simultaneously with the depletion of the neutron population
of this state.
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Name
Gaussian, G
Power Law, P L
Exponential, E

ϕ2 (x/r)
exp(−x2 /2r2 )
(1 + x2 /r2 )−3/2
exp(−|x|/r)

ψ2 (Q, Q0 )
0 2
4πe
I0 (QQ0 )e−(Q−Q ) /2
Numerical integration required.
8E(Ω)
√
0 2
0 2
−QQ0

[1+(Q−Q ) ]

1+(Q+Q )

Table 3: Most commonly used correlators in two dimensions and their dimensionless
zeroth angular harmonic.

2.2

Waveguides with 2D Roughness
We can extend the above results to waveguides with 2D roughness. In contrast

to the systems with 1D roughness, most of the calculations in the 2D cases can
be done only numerically. Starting from Eq. (18), and substituting Eqs. (9) and
(27), we find
 η 2
τ0
b1 (h)F2 (r, h),
= 2 × 10−5 u2c
τ1
r

(40)

where

r

X
2
× 10−5 r4
bj 0 ψ2 (y1 , yj 0 )
π
j 0 >1
r
Z
√
2uc 1
4
2
'r
dz
z
ψ
(y
,
y),
y
=
r
ε,
2
1
1
πχ3 0

F2 (r, h) =

√

(41)

y(z) = y1 1 − z 2

where ψ2 is the dimensionless zeroth harmonic of the CF, ζ̃ (0) (|qj − qj 0 |), over the
angle between the vectors qj and qj 0 [9], see Eq. (18):

(0)

ζ̃2 (|qj − qj 0 |) = `2 R2 ψ2 (Qj , Qj 0 ),

(42)

where qj R = Qj . The subscript “2” in Eqs. (40), (41) and (42) refers to 2D
roughness. The argument to transform the sum (41) into an integral is the same
used to derive Eqs. (29) and (30).
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After combining Eqs. (40) and (41), we get an equation similar to Eq. (30)
(see Appendix A for more details):

2 2

Z

Φ2 (η, r) = A2 η r

1

dz z 2 ψ2 (y1 , y),

(43)

0

where
 3/2
tL
2
× 10−5 uc ε3/2 .
A2 =
π
τ0

(44)

The calculation of the zeroth angular harmonic of the 2D CF in momentum
space can be done analytically for the Gaussian CF [9],

0

0 2 /2

ψ2G (Q, Q) = 4πe−QQ I0 (QQ0 )e−(Q−Q )

,

(45)

and exponential CF [9],

ψ2E (Q, Q0 ) =

[1 + (Q −

8E(Ω)
p
.
1 + (Q + Q0 )2

Q0 )2 ]

(46)

In Eq. (45), I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and in Eq. (46),
E(Ω) is the complete elliptic integral with
Ω
=
2

s

QQ0
.
1 + (Q + Q0 )2

(47)

The analytical expressions are summarized in Table 3. Further calculations have
to be done numerically.
As in the case of 1D roughness, both Φ and 1/τj remain proportional to η 2 .
However, the dependence on the correlation radius is more elusive because we lack
analytical expressions for Φ2 . In the case of 2D exponential roughness (see Table
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Figure 9: The same as in Figure 7 for 2D exponential roughness in the new GRANIT
cell.

3), our numerical data show that the scaling for r & 0.3 remains similar to Eq.
(39), i.e.,

Φ2 , 1/τj ∝ η 2 rγ δ .

(48)

At uc → ∞, we find γ = −1/2, the same as in the case of 1D roughness. However,
at finite uc the deviation of the index γ from the 1D case is more pronounced:
γ = −0.465 instead of −0.493 at uc ∼ 105 . The scaling index for the energy in
the 2D case is different from Eq. (39) because of the different dependencies on
velocities in the integrand of Eq. (43). Instead of δ = −3/4 we find δ ≈ −1.165.
Figure 9 presents the inverse depletion times 1/τj (h) in kHz for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
in a waveguide with the 2D exponential roughness and η = r = 1. The values of
the neutron velocity and time of flight entering Eq. (44) correspond to the new
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Figure 10: The same as in Figure 8. The dashed lines show the line broadening j ±1/2τj
in kHz for 1D exponential roughness. The dotted lines show the line broadening for 2D
exponential roughness in the new GRANIT cell. In both cases the roughness parameters
are η = r = 1. The critical values hc,j above which the depletion and broadening of
j (h) explode in 2D are above those in 1D rough waveguides. The broadening rate is
also higher in 2D rough waveguides.

GRANIT cell, see Section 1.3. The scaling relation in Eq. (48) allows us to get
1/τj for other values of the roughness parameters.
The depletion and the broadening of the energy states j (h) in the 2D case
are shown in Figure 10 (dotted lines) and compared with the line broadening in
1D (dashed lines). The critical values of hc,j below which the broadening explodes
is slightly larger in 2D than those for 1D roughness. The slope of the energy
broadenings is also slightly higher in 2D rough waveguides. This is explained by
the role of the sideway scattering which is absent in the 1D case.
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The values of the line broadening/depletion times in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10
should allow us to provide the full description of the problem and predict the
neutron count, Eq. (20). The only remaining issue is the value of the correlation
parameters and the shape of the CF for real mirrors. We will deal with these issues
in the following sections.
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CHAPTER 3
Numerical Experiments With Random Rough Surfaces

3.1

General Comments
Most of the contents of this chapter can be found in Ref. [1].
The effects of the waveguide roughness on the exit neutron count (20) are

summarized in Eqs. (30) and (43). The value of Φ1,2 is sensitive to both the
roughness parameters, η and r, and the shape of the power spectrum of surface
correlations, ψ1,2 . The practical applications of the transport theory require the
CF of surface inhomogeneities as an input. The problem is that the form of the CF
for real surfaces can neither be predicted theoretically nor be known beforehand.
Consequently, it is common practice in theoretical calculations to choose the CF to
be Gaussian, exponential, or power law functions (see Tables 2 or 3) without further
justification despite the existence of evidence that the choice of CF with similar
correlation parameters but different functional forms can lead to very different
physical results, see Refs. [2–6]. This degrades the application of theoretical results
to real surfaces.
This problem is much more general and important than just the UCN problem
in GRANIT-like experiments.
The most effective way to deal with this issue is to study rough surfaces where
the surface roughness CF is known exactly. However, it is virtually impossible to
prepare a real surface in which the inhomogeneities display a roughness CF of
desired mathematical form1 . Even if this were possible, special care is required to
1

In Ref. [7] the author briefly discusses the application of thermalized acid to produce roughness of “white” random nature on a surface.
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identify accurately the surface correlator (see below).
The best alternative is to computationally generate surfaces with predetermined CF. Then, one can “measure” their profiles imitating the probing needle of
a STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope) or an AFM (Atomic Force Microscope),
extract the correlators, and compare them to the “true” CF used to generate the
surface [1, 8–10].
The profile measurements provide a big data-set of discrete correlation parameters. One could extract the CF, ζex , via Eq. (11) and fit it to Gaussian,
exponential and power law functions in Tables 2 and 3 using the amplitude of
roughness and the correlation radius as fitting parameters, ζf (x) = ηf2 ϕf (|x|/rf ).
The potential shortcoming of this approach is that the values of the fitting correlation parameters, ηf and rf , depend on the ad hoc choice of the fitting function,
ϕf . Moreover, this can become a real problem when the correlation radius r is
either comparable to the step size in scanning microscopy [11] or when the size of
the inhomogeneities is large. Even if the value of the correlation radius is not so
extreme, how can one evaluate the reliability of ζf when compared to ζex ? As we
will see, the statistical quality of the fit is not the answer. The standard deviation
(σ) between ζex (x) and ζf (x) does not translate into the quality of the predictions
for the physical observables. We will discuss this in detail in Sections 3.3 through
3.5.
The alternative is to use the raw correlation data directly in transport computations, for example, for Φ1,2 for our neutron problem. However, as we will see
below, the use of the raw experimental data can often be even more dangerous
than using the wrong fitting function.
The knowledge of the exact CF for numerically generated rough surfaces will
allow us to judge the quality of the identification process not by the statistical
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properties of the fits, but by how well the physical observables are reproduced.
The issues in identifying the form of the surface correlations for real and computationally generated surfaces are more or less the same [12, 13] and our results should
provide a roadmap for dealing with experimental data (see Chapter 4). This will
also allow us to design a random surface with desirable correlation properties which
can be reproduced experimentally (see Chapter 6).
The purpose of our numerical experiments is to see how sensitive the results
for observables such as Φ1,2 are to a choice of fitting function and, by extension,
how we should use the correlation data sets extracted from the real experimental
data. In this Chapter, we test this idea in systems with both large scale roughness
(Section 3.3) and atomic roughness (Section 3.6) and apply our procedures to other
roughness-sensitive systems besides our neutron problem.

3.2

Generation of Random Profiles with Predetermined Roughness
Correlations
For simplicity, let us start from a 1D discretized random rough profile,

g = (g1 , g2 , · · · , gN ), where gi = gi (xi ) is the height of the inhomogeneities with
respect to some reference plane. The random profile g is generated using a Gaussian distribution, P (g) = (2π)−N/2 exp(−g2 /2), which is used in many random
number generators. The rough profile g is clearly uncorrelated since the CF (11)
corresponds to white noise, hgi gk i ∝ δik . We wish to use the profile g to produce
a surface h with predetermined binary correlations,
Z
ζik = ζ(|i − k|) = hhi hk i =
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dN hhi hk P (h),

(49)

where


1 †
(50)
P (h) = CN exp − h Ĝh ,
2
R
Ĝ is an N × N matrix, and 1 = dN hP (h). If we rotate the vector h in such a
way that the quadratic form h† Ĝh in Eq. (50) is diagonalized, we obtain

1
1
− h† Ĝh = − (Âg)† Ĝ(Âg)
2
2
1
= − g† (Â† ĜÂ)g
2
1 2
=− g ,
2

(51)

Â† ĜÂ = δik .

(52)

where Â satisfies

Substituting this into Eq. (49):

Z
ζik =
Z
∝

dN hhi hk P (h)
!
X

dN g

Ail gl

=

Z
Ail Akm

Akm gm

P (g)

(53)

m

l

X

!
X

dN ggi gk P (g) = (A† A)ik ,

lm

(the gi are uncorrelated). Hence,

−1

Â = Ĝ

q
= ζ̂,

(54)

where ζ̂ is the correlation matrix [11] that contains the desired functional form of
the correlations,

ζik = η 2 ϕik .
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(55)
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Figure 11: An example of a 1D rough surface profile generated using Eq. (54) for
Gaussian CF with N = 2000, η = 1 and r = 2.

In Eq. (55), the symmetric matrix element ϕik behaves as the functions defined in
Table 1 with x substituted by |i − k| = sik , the separation between imperfections
on the 1D rough surface.
Generating the 1D rough surface numerically is relatively straightforward:
compute the rotation matrix Â in Eq. (54) and apply it to the uncorrelated vector
g. The only limitation is in the computational resources required to perform this
operation for large matrices ζ̂ whose size is determined by the step size b = xi+1 −xi .
In our numerical experiments, we choose b = l0 , and available computational
resources allows us to work with a matrix Â of maximum size Nmax ∼ 5000. In
Figure 11 we show an example of a 1D rough surface generated by this procedure.
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The above process can be extended to 2D surfaces in two different ways. In
principle, one can designate the uncorrelated (g) and rotated (h) profiles as twodimensional arrays of inhomogeneities and consider the rotation operator Â as a
4-component tensor. We prefer instead to make a flat file out of the 2D surface
profile. This is done by introducing a projection rule in which the double index
(i, j) associated with the two dimensions of the rough profile is relabeled into one
(α). Let the rough surface profile ĝ be represented by a N × N matrix, where gij
is the height of the grid point (xi , yj ) with respect of a mean plane. Then, the
projection process can occur as illustrated below2


g(1, N ) ← g(N ) g(2, N ) ← g(2N )

..
..

.
.
ĝ = 
 g(1, 2) ← g(2) g(2, 2) ← g(N + 2)
g(1, 1) ← g(1) g(2, 1) ← g(N + 1)


···
g(N, N ) ← g(N 2 )

..
..

.
.
.
2
· · · g(N, 2) ← g(N − N + 2)
· · · g(N, 1) ← g(N 2 − N + 1)
(56)

Therefore, the 2D profile now can be treated as a 1D “flat” vector g =
(g1 , · · · , gα , · · · , gN 2 ), where

α(i, j) = (i − 1)N + j,

(57)

1 ≤ α ≤ N 2 , is the mapping rule from the 2D to the 1D flat index, and

i(α) − 1 = b

α
c,
N

j(α) = α + b

α
cN
N

(58)

is the inverse map. The only remaining task is to rotate g into h by means of Eq.
(54) and project the flat file back onto the original surface grid using Eq. (58).
2

This particular rule for counting is completely arbitrary. All we require is a rule that reduces
the double index into a single one.
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The price to pay is a more cumbersome expression for the separation between
inhomogeneities,

s2αβ

=

h i
α



β
−
N
N

2


+ (α − β) − N

h i
α



β
−
N
N

2
.

(59)

In flat file indices, the correlation matrix (55) is now given by
ζαβ = η 2 ϕαβ .

(60)

Figure 12 on page 48 shows an example of a 2D surface generated with roughness
parameters η = 1, r = 2 and 2D Gaussian CF of surface roughness.
Notice that the obvious size explosion due to the increase in dimensionality
restricts dramatically the linear size of the generated 2D rough surfaces, see Figure
12. Whereas the matrix Â has size N × N for 1D rough surfaces, in 2D systems
the size blows up to N 2 × N 2 . In addition, the matrix Â in 2D looses completely
its nearly diagonal structure, even if the CF is very steep, due to the “flattening”
process in Eq. (56).
We should emphasize that we can computationally imprint correlations of any
desired functional form, including ϕ1,2 in Tables 2 and 3, by means of the rotation
operation in Eq. (54). The process is only limited by the computational power
required to handle the size of Â which rapidly grows with the size of the surface.
The difficulties encountered in the generation of the rough surfaces and the
extraction of the CF are beyond trivial, although they are typical. In the following
sections we will discuss the main features of the extracted CF, ζex , and how these
features impact the observables. We will also mention how to deal with the issues
hindering the accurate identification of surface correlations both in one and two
dimensions.
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Figure 12: An example of a 2D roughness profile with Gaussian CF among inhomogeneities with η = 1 and r = 2. The size of the surface is 60l0 ≈ 352 µm.
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3.3

Extraction of Correlations from 1D Random Rough Profiles
The calculation of the correlation properties of our generated discrete rough

profiles h is done by direct calculation, Eq. (11). Regardless of the dimensionality
of the surface, the main issue is our inability to let the size A → ∞ in Eq. (11)
since any generated (or real) surface is always finite. To increase accuracy, one
should allow A, meaning Nmax , to grow as large as possible.
In order to make the most with this computational limit, we introduce periodic
boundary conditions for the 1D rough strings, hi+N = hi , so that the extracted
1D CF is

ζex (s ≤ N/2) = hhi hk i =

1 X
hk hk+s .
N k

(61)

Notice that under this condition, one cannot extend the evaluation of Eq. (61)
beyond smax = N/2: ζex (s ≥ N/2) is simply a mirror image of ζex (s ≤ N/2).
Figure 13 on page 50 illustrates a typical CF calculated using Eq. (61) from
the 1D rough profile shown in Figure 11, where the “true” roughness correlations
are known exactly, namely, 1D Gaussian CF with η = 1 and r = 2, exp(−s2 /8). In
general, the typical CF consists of a peak area of size ∼ r describing the short-range
correlations and a long oscillating tail associated with long-range correlations. The
fluctuations in the tail are an inevitable consequence of the finite surface size [11].
Such fluctuations appear in physical experiments with restricted scanning areas as
well.
Figures 14 and 15 on pages 51 and 52 show the extracted CF (61) for three different 1D rough surfaces (h) generated starting from the same uncorrelated rough
profile (g) using Eq. (54). The “true” correlations are supposed to be Gaussian
(solid, curve 1), exponential (dashed, curve 2) and power law (dotted, curve 3),
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Figure 13: CF extracted using Eq. (61) for the 1D surface rough profile shown in Figure
11. The original profile was generated having 1D Gaussian correlations with roughness
parameters η = 1, r = 2. The surface size is N/2 = 1000 points long.

respectively. The roughness parameters are η = 1, r = 2 for all three. Notice that
whereas the CF are distinguishable from each other inside the peak area (Figure
14), the shape of the correlations is more or less the same in the tail area (Figure
15).
The presence of the alternating long correlation tail for finite surfaces, whether
real or simulated, has two important consequences. First, the value of the standard
deviation σ between ζex and the fitting function ζf ,

σ 2 = h(ζex − ζf )2 i,

(62)

cannot serve as a statistical measure of the quality of the fit. The fitting functions
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Figure 14: CF for numerically generated 1D surface profiles emulating Gaussian (solid,
curve 1), exponential (dashed, curve 2), and power law (dotted, curve 3). The original
uncorrelated rough profile (g) was the same. The CF differ mostly within the peak area
(at distances . r)

ζf in Table 4 on page 58 go to zero at large x and, as a result, the value of σ mostly
reflects the large tail area instead of the shape of the peak area where both the
extracted CF and the fitting functions ζf differ from each other. This conclusion is
evident from Figure 15. Second, the oscillations in the tails make a non-negligible
contribution to the power spectrum of the CF, ψ. Because of the similarity of the
tails produced by different correlators (Figure 15), using the same raw data as an
input for the calculation of the observables may become counterproductive if the
tail is not treated with care, especially in 2D systems where one has to deal with
even larger and more volatile fluctuations (see Section 3.5.2).
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Figure 15: Same as in Figure 14. At distances much bigger than r (tail area), the
shapes of the correlations are indistinguishable from each other.

Increasing the size of the sample with the hope of improving σ often doesn’t
make the identification of the CF easier, since a larger N also means a longer
tail (Figure 16, page 53). Changing the step size b is not helpful either. If one
increases the number of points under the peak by decreasing b by some factor
(which is equivalent to increasing the correlation radius r by the same factor), the
number of points in the tails decreases accordingly and the accuracy in the longrange correlations, and therefore on σ, deteriorates. Unless one can compensate
the decrease in b by at the same time increasing N , making b smaller is useless in
view of our computational limitations.
The implications of decreasing the sample step b are even deeper. In addition
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Figure 16: The quality factor σ as a function of the size of the generated surface N for
exact Gaussian
(crosses), exponential (squares) and power law (triangles) CF. The solid
p
curve is 2/N .

to the loss of accuracy in the tails, it has the obvious downside of limiting the
surface size even further, to N b/2 in 1D rough systems. As a consequence, the
surface is covered by fewer large size inhomogeneities (domains) that may emulate
the presence of an additional correlation radius. The inter-domain correlations give
rise to spurious secondary peaks at separations that correspond to integer numbers
of the average distances between the domains. These peaks reflect correlations
between the domains and not physical interactions [1].
The conclusion is therefore inescapable: The value of σ is misleading in judging
the statistical quality of the choice of the fitting function. We will emphasize this
in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 where we will offer more examples.
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3.4

Extraction of Correlations from 2D Random Rough Profiles
The generation of 2D rough surfaces requires more computational resources.

Since our largest generated rough surfaces were about 70×70, the largest generated
2D CF were about 40×40. Computations beyond this limit required special efforts.
In 2D rough systems, imposing periodic boundary conditions on the surface
profiles to extract the CF is no longer practical. Instead, one can perform the
averaging in Eq. (11) by maximizing the utilization of available points while simultaneously trying to avoid double-counting of correlations (see Appendix B for
details).
An example of 2D CF extracted from the 2D rough profile shown in Figure
12 on page 48 is given in Figure 17 on page 55, in which the roughness correlations
are emulating the isotropic Gaussian CF with η = 1, r = 2, exp [−(s2 + t2 )/8].
Once again, the function ζex exhibits a peak area and oscillating tails.
The anisotropy of the extracted CF in Figure 17 is well pronounced. (Similar
anisotropy in the extracted correlator is also observed in STM experiments, see
Refs. [2–5]). This issue becomes evident after averaging over the angles. The result
is the “flat” CF, ζf l (ρ), shown in Figure 18 (solid curve) on page 56, where ρ =
√
s2 + t2 . Since the exact correlator is known, one can compare it with the function
exp(−ρ2 /8) (dashed curve). Surprisingly, the standard deviation between these
two curves is very small, σ ≈ 0.057, despite of these two curves being visually very
different in the tail region. This confirms our conclusion in Section 3.3 regarding
the effect of the tail of the CF on the value of σ. In 2D rough systems this issue is
exacerbated by both the effect of the anisotropy (Figure 17) and the smaller linear
size of the generated surface.
The high volatility in the tail of ζf l in Figure 18 is due to differences in
orientations in the xy plane for nearby points along the ρ axis: Adjacent points
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Figure 17: An example of a 2D CF for the two-dimensional rough profile shown in
Figure 12. The roughness emulates 2D isotropic Gaussian correlations with η = 1,
r = 2, exp[−(s2 + t2 )/8]. The anisotropy of the profile is well pronounced.
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Figure 18: Same as Figure 17 after averaging over the angles (solid line). A comparison
with the exact CF, exp(−ρ2 /8) (dashed line), yields a surprisingly low value of standard
deviation, σ ∼ 0.057. Notice the high-frequency, volatile behavior of the tail of ζf l (ρ)
due to the anisotropy of Figure 17.

along the ρ axis can be very far away from each other on the xy plane. For
example, for ρ = 4 the correlations between the grid points (x, y) = (4, 0) and
(0, 4) are averaged; for ρ = 5 a total of four grid points (x, y) = (5, 0), (0, 5), (3, 4)
and (4, 3) contribute to the average. This volatility becomes more pronounced as
ρ increases.
In the following Section we will show more examples of the results of our
numerical experiments described above and the ways of dealing with the oscillating
tails, both in 1D and 2D rough systems. We will highlight the inherent pitfalls and
risks that one might encounter in identifying the surface correlators. This should
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prepare us for accurately identifying the surface correlations governing GRANIT’s
new rough mirror, as well as other physical rough surfaces in general (Chapter 4).

3.5

Results of Numerical Experiments
Our goal here is to show that the use of a fitting function of a wrong shape can

invalidate both the computations and the experiments. First, the parameters of
the fitting CF (ζf ), obtained from the best fit to the extracted CF (ζex ), strongly
depend on the assumption about the functional shape of the “real” correlator. For
example, in Refs. [2–5] the authors obtain vastly different values of the correlation
radius after analysis of the same STM measurements of ζex using the fit to Gaussian
and exponential CF (see also Table 5). Since the shape of the “true” correlator in
experiment is not known a priori, it is almost impossible to know what function
should be fitted to ζex and what is the reliability of the extracted fitting parameters.
Below, we show the results for 1D and 2D rough systems. In 1D, we concentrate on applications to our neutron diffusion problem [14]. In 2D, we apply
our results to transport phenomena for ballistic degenerate fermions in quantized
films [15–19], where the observables are also sensitive to surface correlations.
3.5.1

Results for 1D Rough Surfaces

It was mentioned earlier that Eq. (62) is highly weighted towards the tail of
the correlator, especially when the correlation radius is comparable to the probing
step. If the fitting CF rapidly approaches zero at large separations, σ in Eq. (62)
is essentially independent of the choice of ζf whereas the physical results for the
observables could be.
There is an alternative: In addition to analyzing the extracted correlators
using fitting functions, we can perform the direct Fourier analysis of the correlation
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Name
ϕf (x)
Gaussian, G
exp(−x2 /2rf2 )
Power Law, P L (1 + x2 /rf2 )−3/2
Exponential, E
exp(−x/rf )
Table 4: 1D fitting functions ζf (x) = ηf2 ϕf (x/rf ) used to determine the correlation
parameters from the extracted correlation function, Eq. (61).

data sets as it is sometimes done for experimental data. This should give us the
full power spectrum of the CF which can be used for direct calculation of the
observables. This approach allows us to avoid the pitfalls of using the “wrong”
shape of ζf . However, this is also problematic because this procedure utilizes all
the erroneous information contained in the tail fluctuations. One can introduce a
cutoff in the spectral analysis to avoid this, but then the physical results become
dependent on the guess for the cutoff.
We illustrate all this starting from the 1D case in application to our neutron
problem. Table 5 on page 59 contains examples of three numerical runs based
on the methods from Section 3.2. In each run we generate a 1D rough surface
with Gaussian correlation of inhomogeneities with η = 0.119 and r = 1.19 (the
roughness parameters measured experimentally in Ref. [14]). The main physical
observable is Φ1 , Eq. (30), which determines the neutron count at the exit of the
waveguide, Eq. (20), and which should be ≈ 23.5 for this roughness (see Figure 6).
After each numerical run, we fit the observed CF with a Gaussian (G), exponential
(E) and power law (P L) correlators (Table 4), and extract the best fitting values
ηfG,E,P L and rfG,E,P L for the amplitude of roughness and correlation radius. Then,
we recalculate Φ1 , Eqs. (33), (35) and (37), using these fitting parameters. Table
L
5 contains values of Φ1 for these three types of fitting correlators (ΦG,E,P
), the
1

standard deviations for the fittings (σ G,E,P L ), and the fitting parameter (rfG,E,P L )
which provided the best fits. We do not present the fitting parameters ηfG,E,P L ,
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# rfG , σ G × 104
1
1.19, 5.24
2
1.15, 4.49
3
1.25, 4.37

rfE , σ E × 104
1.59, 5.81
1.53, 4.56
1.69, 4.40

rfP L , σ P L × 104
1.44, 5.81
1.36, 4.64
1.54, 4.47

E
PL
r
ΦG
1 , Φ1 , Φ1 , Φ1
23.86, 18.19, 18.81, 21.96
23.33, 17.84, 18.65, 21.14
23.56, 17.26, 17.85, 20.96

Table 5: Three numerical runs based on the methods shown in Section 3.2 in application to our neutron problem. Rough 1D surfaces emulate 1D Gaussian correlations
of inhomogeneities with η = 0.119 and r = 1.19, as assumed in experiment [14]. The
expected value of the main physical parameter Φ1 , Eq. (30), is Φ1 ≈ 23.5. The extracted
correlators were fitted to Gaussian (G), exponential (E) and power law (P L) fitting
functions from in Table 4. The table contains the best fitting values of rfG,E,P L together
L
with σ G,E,P L and the recalculated values of ΦG,E,P
. The column with Φr1 gives the
1
values of Φ when the raw spectral decomposition of the data was put directly into the
equations without fitting.

which all were in the range 0.118 ÷ 0.123. In Table 5 we also show the values of
Φr1 and σ r obtained from the direct Fourier analysis of the raw data with a large
number of harmonics (N/2). As a consequence, σ r is vanishingly small, ∼ 2×10−17
for all three runs. This procedure is equivalent to performing the integration of
the power spectrum of the observed correlator in Eq. (30) including its fluctuationdriven tails.
The results of Table 5 are very informative. The quality of the fits for all
three types of fitting functions was more or less the same, σ G,E,P L ∼ 5 × 10−4 ,
L
but the results for the physical observable, ΦG,E,P
, differed significantly. The
1

“true” correlation among the generated inhomogeneities is 1D Gaussian and, not
surprisingly, the values of ΦG
1 are the closest to the “true” value of 23.5. This
confirms our conclusion that the statistical quality of the fit (σ) of the measured
surface correlations to some ad hoc correlator does not tell much about the quality
of the predictions of the physical observables.
Feeding the Fourier image of the extracted CF directly into the equations
without any fitting does not improve the quality of the conclusions either. The
reason is simple: with this approach one uses too much information about the long
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distance correlations, which are determined by the fluctuations and not by any
physical forces. Still, feeding the equations with the raw CF works slightly better
than making the wrong guess of shape of the CF. The values of Φr1 determined
from the raw data without fitting were actually closer to those calculated from the
Gaussian fits, differing from them by ∼ 9%. In contrast, the results for fitting with
the power law and exponential fitting functions were relatively close to each other
L
(ΦE,P
∼ 18) but they differ from those for the Gaussian fit by about 23%. The
1

reason is that the Gaussian function has a much shorter tail.

3.5.2

Results for 2D Rough Surfaces

The results for 2D rough systems are impacted by increase in dimensionality
and the smaller linear size of our samples [1]. We will postpone the discussion
of the applications to UCN until Chapter 4. Instead, we apply our results to the
conductivity of quantized ultra-thin films (UTF) in quantum size effect (QSE)
conditions (see Refs. [15–19] and references therein). The QSE is a manifestation
of the quantization of the motion in the direction perpendicular to the film, in a
way very similar to the gravity-induced quantization of motion perpendicular to
the bottom mirror in the diffusion of UCN in rough waveguides. This QSE leads
to a split in the energy spectrum into a set of mini-bands (p) → j (πj/L, q) and
manifests itself as large fluctuations of the conductivity (Σc ) as a function of the
UTF thickness, L [15].
In Refs. [15–19], Meyerovich et al. found that the scattering by random surface
inhomogeneities is sensitive to the type of surface roughness correlations governing
the rough boundaries through the intra/inter-band transition probabilities,
i  πj 2  πj 0 2
~ h
j+j 0
,
Wjj 0 (q, q ) = 2 2 ζ11 + ζ22 + 2(−1) ζ12
mL
L
L
0
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(63)

where the correlation functions ζ11 , ζ22 describe intrawall correlations of roughness
and ζ12 describes interwall correlations [16].
The solution of Eq. (4) with Wjj 0 given by Eq. (63) in the long-wave limit
qR  1 yields [15–19],
X
(L/π)4
2e2
Σc =
~ 2S(S + 1)(2S + 1)ζ̃(0) j



Lqj
~j

2
,

(64)

where ζ̃(0) = ζ̃0 ' ζ̃(qR  1) is the zeroth harmonic of the Fourier spectrum
of ζ(x) and S = bpF L/π~c is the total number of occupied mini-bands. The
value of ζ̃0 is important not only for the conductivity of UTF but also for a much
more general class of problems associated with scattering long-wave particles (or
waves) on rough surfaces. The scattering in the long-wave limit (q → 0) is always
described by a single constant which in this case is ζ̃0 .
Note that with our definition of ζ̃ one must have ζ̃(q → 0) = 2π`2 R2 in the
long-wave limit. Here again one can either choose to fit the extracted CF to the
fitting functions or determine ζ̃0 by direct numerical integration, just as we did
with Φ1 in the previous Section.
The results below (see Tables 6(a) and (b) in page 62) describe 3 rough surfaces
with the “true” CF being the isotropic 2D Gaussian (G2), exp[−(s2 + t2 )/8], with
η = 1, r = 2 (see Figures 12 and 17). In this case, ζ̃0 should be equal to 8π ≈ 25.13.
The last row in each table shows the data extracted from the averaging of ten
independent runs with the same Gaussian generating function. In experiment,
this is equivalent to averaging the data extracted from 10 different regions of the
same surface [2–5]. The linear size of the samples is 60 × 60 points. The Table
shows the values of the extracted fitting parameter rf , the values of σ and, most
importantly, the calculated values of the physical observable ζ̃0 . The values of ηf
are not shown but they fell within the range 0.90 ÷ 1.20.
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# rG1 , σ G1 × 102
1
1.04, 1.97, 5.7
2
1.10, 1.80, 6.5
3
0.90, 1.84, 4.1
Av. 1.00, 1.98, 1.9

rG2 , σ G2 × 102
1.04, 1.95, 9.5
1.10, 1.78, 8.5
0.91, 1.82, 6.0
1.00, 1.97, 2.4

ζ̃0G1 , ζ̃0G2
25.3, 25.89
24.4, 24.37
17.4, 17.09
25.0, 25.0

(a)

#
1
2
3
Av.

rE , σ E × 102 rP L , σ P L × 102
ζ̃0E , ζ̃0P L
1.14, 2.04, 6.2 1.08, 2.45, 5.9 33.81, 44.03
1.20, 1.76, 7.4 1.14, 2.15, 7.2 27.91, 37.75
0.98, 2.05, 4.3 0.94, 2.40 , 4.1 25.17, 31.04
1.10, 2.11, 2.9 1.05, 2.49, 2.4
33.8, 42.9
(b)

Table 6: Three numerical runs using the methods of Section 3.2 for generated 2D
rough Gaussian surfaces with η = 1 and r = 2. The expected value of the main physical
observable is ζ̃0 = 8π ≈ 25.13. Tables 6 (a) and (b) contain the extracted fitting
parameter rG,E,P L , the standard deviation σ G,E,P L , and the recalculated values of ζ̃0 .
The Gaussian fit was done independently for the 1D flat CF, ζ(ρ) (index 1; see Table
6(a) and Figure 18) and the 2D CF using the fitting function ηf2 exp[−(x2 + y 2 )/2rf2 ]
(index 2; see Table 6(b)). The range of the fitting parameter ηf (not shown) in all fits
was 0.90 ÷ 1.20 . The fourth row gives the results for the CF resulting from averaging
over 10 independent runs.

As mentioned in Section 3.4, the tails of our 2D CF exhibit anisotropy even
though the underlying “true” correlator is isotropic (Figure 17). One can treat the
anisotropy of ζex (s, t) in two ways: We can either deal with the anisotropic 2D CF
and fit it directly with 2D equivalent of the fitting functions from Table 4 or we
can flatten the observed 2D correlator into a 1D function, ζ(ρ), and average away
the anisotropy.
We use both options when fitting the Gaussian correlator. In the first column
of Table 6, we present the results obtained from the flat 1D CF when fitted with
the 1D Gaussian fitting correlator of Table 4 (the index “1” refers to 1D). The
second column gives the results of fitting by a 2D isotropic Gaussian correlator
(the index “2” refers to 2D), ηf2 exp[−(x2 + y 2 )/2rf2 ]. For exponential and power
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Figure 19: Average of 10 extracted 2D CF after flattening into 1D file (solid line; see
last row of Tables 6(a) and (b)). The dashed line is the “true” 1D flat CF, exp(−ρ2 /8)
with roughness parameters η = 1 and r = 2. Compare with Figure 18. The averaging
process seems to help to reduce the amplitude and volatility of the oscillating tails.
However, important physical information of the CF might be lost.

law fitting functions in columns 3 and 4 we use only the flat file ζ(ρ).
When we fed the results of the spectral analysis of the extracted raw CF
directly into the equations, we obtained poor and unstable results due to the
anisotropy of the extracted correlator. As shown in Figure 18, this flat 1D version
of the 2D CF exhibits high volatility in the tails. The volatility doesn’t affect
much the values of σ or the quality of the fits, but makes it impossible to be used
for the direct Fourier analysis of the raw experimental data. By manipulating the
number of harmonics one can obtain either a good spectral decomposition of the
tail or of the main peak, but not of both. This procedure might have worked if we
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would had been able to increase the sample size. However, an increase in sample
size would have also implied an increase of volatility for the reasons explained in
Section 3.4.
The best way to deal with these issues is working with the CF averaged over
10 runs (last row in Table 6), as sometimes done in experiments [3]. This procedure
seemed to produce stable results and a significant reduction of the volatility (see
Figure 19, page 63). However, the quality of the results was still not very good.
The value of ζ̃0 after the 1D Fourier analysis of the flat averaged 1D CF in Figure
19 is 18.79 and the value obtained from the 2D Fourier analysis of the averaged
2D CF is 17.6. Note that these two numbers are much worse than those obtained
using exponential and power law fitting functions (Table 6).
Averaging the extracted CF over several runs (or averaging over several parts
of the rough surface as in experiments) is not an entirely safe procedure. If, for
example, the true CF contains an oscillating tail, the averaging might destroy
important physical information contained in it. This same uncertainty does not
allow us to choose a cutoff of the fluctuations. However, this procedure might
work well if one knows beforehand that the “true” correlator is a monotonically
decreasing function of the distance.
Note that, as in the case of neutrons, the behavior of σ in Table 6 is similar
to that of Table 5 in that the values of σ remain more or less the same across
the Table. The values of σ in Table 6 are larger than those in Table 5 because of
the reduction of the lateral size of our samples. As always, fitting CF with the
correct Gaussian shape yields ζ̃0 the closest to its true value. In contrast to the
1D problem, the accuracy of the results for 2D rough surfaces obtained using the
wrong fitting functions is nevertheless preferable to feeding the Fourier image of
the raw data directly into the equations.
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The methods discussed above work well for systems with macroscopic roughness, where the CF of our rough surfaces can be described by smooth functions.
These methods are justified when the natural scale of the system is much larger
than the atomic size a. For our neutron problem, a  l0 = 5.87µm. However, this
approximation is not as good in the case of electrons in UTF, since the amplitude
of the rough inhomogeneities can be the order of a. In the following Section we
propose a method to deal with this type of rough systems.

3.6

Surfaces with Quantized Amplitude of Inhomogeneities:
Roughness

Ising

We start our approach to quantized surface roughness by considering a modification of the method described in Section 3.2. It is easy to see that the rotation
matrix Â in Eq. (54) is determined solely by the desirable correlation ζik . The
generated surface profile hi (in 1D or 2D) does not reduce to a set of integer numbers in terms of a when one starts from a uncorrelated string of integers, gi . The
best we can do is to generate the correlated string hi and then round the values
to the nearest integer number. This new rough string, hi , will obviously possess a
somewhat different CF.
The results of this procedure are illustrated in Figure 20, page 66. Here we
generated a 1D surface with “true” 1D exponential surface correlator with η = 2
and r = 1 (line 3, dashed) and then rounded the data points in the generated
string to the nearest integer (line 1, solid). For illustrative purposes, we show the
extracted CF (line 2, dot-dashed). As one can see, this procedure can work at best
qualitatively.
It might be impossible to computationally emulate a random rough surface
with an integer profile with an arbitrary predetermined CF, except, of course,
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Figure 20: Line 1, solid: CF extracted from the generated string after rounding the
profile data points hi to the nearest integer number, N −1 hhi hk i. Line 2, dot-dashed: CF
extracted from the generated string, hi , N −1 hhi hk i. Line 3, dashed: “true” CF of the
rough strings hi and hi with η = 2 and r = 1, 4 exp(−x/2), see Table 2.

for “classical” surfaces with very large amplitude of roughness. However, several
specific “quantized” correlators can still be generated based on Monte Carlo simulations for spin lattice models with various Hamiltonians. Numerical experiments
with these systems might help in extracting the proper CF from experimental data
of the surface profile based on realistic assumptions on the interaction of the surface
defects. This can also help to guess which CF to use in theoretical calculations.
Needless to say, many of the lattice models produce CF which are exponential at
large distances but have complicated, often analytically unresolved structure in
the peak area [20–22].
Unfortunately, the universe of CF which are accessible in this way is limited
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by the number of known exactly solvable lattice models, mostly in 1D, some of
which may have little resemblance to real surfaces. It is even unclear whether there
are any restrictions on allowed forms of the CF. In 2D systems even the simplest
models, such as the Ising model, lead to correlators for which we do not have
explicit analytical expressions making them virtually useless for our purposes.
The simplest case is, of course, the ferromagnetic Ising lattice, h̃i = ±1, for
which the CF is determined by the attractive coupling constant J in the Hamiltonian (or, equivalently, by the Boltzmann factors exp(±2J/kB T )). In the 1D case,
the CF is exponential,

ζ E (x) = η 2 exp(−x/r),

r=

1
exp(2J/kB T ).
2

(65)

For the 2D Ising model, though the CF is known in principle, it is described by a
set of complicated equations involving elliptical integrals [20–22].
We performed Monte Carlo simulations of 1D and 2D rough surfaces on the
basis of the Ising model. In 1D computations, we generated strings of 1000 entries
each and performed 106 Metropolis “cooling” cycles3 . By selecting appropriately
the Boltzmann factor in Eq. (65), we could generate spin profiles with exponential
CF with known correlation radius. In illustrations below we emulate correlations
with roughness parameters equal to those measured earlier in GRANIT experiments [14], η = 0.119 and r = 1.19. Since the “true” CF is now exponential, the
theoretical value of the observable Φ1 for these roughness parameters should be
G
ΦE
1th = 19.5 according to Eq. (37). For these same parameters, Φ1th = 23.7 and

ΦP1thL = 20.4 (Eqs. (33) and (35)). We extracted the correlator by the same methods
used in the previous sections, Eq. (61), and recalculated the observable (Φ1 ) using
3

It is important to note that for numerical experiments with the Ising model the computational
cycle
limit is the number of Metropolis cycles, Nmax
= 106 , and not the lateral length of our rough
profiles.
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#
1
2
3
4
5

rfE , σ E × 104
1.27, 6.69
1.23, 6.83
1.04, 6.51
1.18, 6.65
0.94, 6.44

rfG , σ G × 104
0.85, 6.93
0.88, 6.94
0.73, 6.74
0.87, 6.71
0.74, 6.42

rfP L , σ P L × 104
1.26, 6.72
1.25, 6.84
1.07, 6.54
1.23, 6.62
1.03, 6.38

G
PL
ΦE
1 , Φ1 , Φ1 ,
18.6, 27.4, 19.6,
19.1, 26.8, 19.7,
20.7, 30.2, 21.4,
19.7, 27.1, 20.0,
22.2, 29.8, 21.9,

Φr1
25.8
26.2
27.3
26.1
27.7

Table 7: Five Monte Carlo runs for the 1D Ising model. The “true” CF is exponential
with η = 0.119 and r = 1.19, which yields ΦE
1th = 19.5 (Eq. 37). The extracted CF from
the generated rough surfaces were fitted with the exponential (E), Gaussian (G), and
power law (P L) functions. The table contains the best fitting values of rE,G,P L and the
L
corresponding values of σ E,G,P L and ΦE,G,P
. The best fitting values of η (not shown)
1
differed from that of the “true” correlator by less than 1% for all fitting functions. The
values of Φr1 were obtained by direct spectral decomposition of the raw correlation data.
Each rough string was N = 1000 points long and we performed 106 Metropolis cycles.

the two alternatives implemented earlier: Fitting to various fitting functions (see
Table 4) and direct spectral decomposition of the raw data.
The result of 5 runs are summarized in Table 7. We used the amplitude
of roughness (ηf ) and the correlation radius (rf ) as fitting parameters as before.
Whereas the values of rfE,G,P L were obviously different, the values of ηfE,G,P L differed
from the theoretical value (η = 0.119) by less than 1% for all fitting functions,
thus we omitted them from the Table. As expected, the fit corresponding to the
exponential correlator provides the best values of Φ1 . The values of σ E,G,P L for all
fitting functions are practically indistinguishable from each other, similarly to our
previous numerical experiments (Tables 5 and 6). Of the other two fits, it is not
clear why the power law fit provides much better values of Φ1 than the Gaussian
one.
The last column in Table 7 also shows the values of Φr1 obtained by direct
spectral analysis using N/2 harmonics of the raw correlation data without any
fitting. These results display the worst agreement with ΦE
1th = 19.5 (about 36%
difference) whereas the value of σ r was 13 orders of magnitude better than σ for
any of our fitting functions. The explanation is the same as before: the full set of
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Figure 21: An example of extracted CF for a 1D surface, h(x), generated using the Ising
model (solid line 1), Eq. (65), with correlation parameters η = 0.119 and r = 1.19 and
its fitting CF (dashed line 2). The standard deviation between the fit and the extracted
CF was ∼ 6.83 × 10−4 . The fitting roughness parameters, recalculated observables and
values of standard deviations for other 5 runs can be found in Table 7.

raw data is dominated by the long range fluctuating correlation tails (see Figure
21).
The last table, Table 8 on page 72, presents the results for three rough surfaces
generated using the 2D Ising model plus a row for the CF averaged over ten runs,
as we did in Section 3.5.2. The best fitting parameters are shown in Table 8(a)
while the recalculated observables are shown in Table 8(b). We performed 106
Metropolis cycles at T = 1.2Tc (correlation radius r ≈ 1.04). One of the generated
2D Ising rough profiles is shown in Figure 22, page 70. The surface size is relatively
large, 100×100. The correlators were extracted implementing the same techniques
used in previous Sections (see Figure 23, page 71).
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Figure 22: An example of a 2D rough surface with quantized amplitude of roughness,
h̃i ± 1, generated using the Ising model at T = 1.2Tc .

In the second column of Table 8(b), the observable is now Φ2 which was calculated using Eq. (43). The extracted correlation data was fitted for both the 1D flat
CF (index “1”) using the fitting correlators from Table 4, and the 2D CF (index
p
“2”) using the isotropic exponential fitting correlator ηf2 exp[− x2 + y 2 /rf ]. Unlike 1D spin rough systems, here we do not know the exact “true” value of Φ2 . We
expect that at T = 1.2Tc the domains are relatively small and the relaxation times
are manageable. We expect that the exponential correlator in Table 8 provides the
best estimate for Φ2th .
The values of σ for all the fits in Table 8(a) are again close to each other, while
the values of rf and Φ2 are noticeably different. The results for the exponential
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Figure 23: (a) An example of the extracted 2D CF of a rough surface using the Ising
model at T = 1.2Tc , Figure 22. (b) The same CF after averaging over the angles.

fit should be the closest to the true value of Φ2 . The first column shows the
exponential fitting from the flat file, ζf l (ρ). The second column gives the results of
fitting ζex (s, t) directly by the 2D isotropic exponential function and for Gaussian
and power law correlators (columns 3 and 4) we used again the flat file, ζf l (ρ).
The last column of Table 8(b) shows our results for atomic roughness in UTF
systems, where the observable is ζ̃0 , Eq. (64). We found somewhat surprising that
the results for our choice of the power law correlator, which is the Fourier image
of the exponential correlator (Eqs. (34) and (36)), are close to those using the
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#
1
2
3
Av.

rE1 , σ E1 × 102
1.56, 2.03
1.43, 1.56
1.53, 1.66
1.54, 0.69

rE2 , σ E2 × 102
1.60, 2.75
1.43, 2.27
1.53, 2.49
1.57, 0.89

rG , σ G × 102
1.06, 2.41
1.06, 1.89
1.11, 2.04
1.10, 1.42

rP L , σ P L × 102
1.55, 2.12
1.48, 1.63
1.57, 1.75
1.57, 0.91

(a)
E2
G
PL
3
# (ΦE1
2 , Φ2 , Φ2 , Φ2 ) × 10
1
3.37, 3.32, 2.53, 2.58
2
2.53, 2.53, 2.53, 2.64
3
3.40, 3.40, 2.48, 2.57
Av.
3.39, 3.36, 2.49, 2.57

ζ̃0E1 , ζ̃0E2 , ζ̃0G , ζ̃0P L
15.33, 16.18, 7.01, 15.16
12.80, 12.94, 7.11, 13.78
14.61, 14.75, 7.80, 15.43
14.99, 15.43, 7.67, 15.46

(b)
Table 8: (a) Best fitting values of rE,G,P L and the corresponding values of σ E,G,P L for
three rough surfaces generated using the 2D Ising model (first three rows) and for the CF
L
averaged over ten surfaces (last row). (b) The results for the observables ΦE1,E2,G,P
2
E1,E2,G,P L
and ζ̃0
using the fitting parameters from (a). The Monte Carlo simulations
have been done at T = 1.2Tc with 106 Metropolis cycles. The surface size is 101 × 101.
The results for the fits E1 and E2 should be the closest to the true physical parameters
Φ2 and ζ̃0 .

exponential fit. What is even more surprising, the values of ζ̃0 for the power law
fit using the 1D CF (P L) are systematically closer to the exponential fit using the
2D CF (E2) than to the exponential fit using the 1D CF (E1). The Gaussian
fit yields a very different value of ζ̃0 . Note that the values of σ are comparable
to each other in all the cases. The direct spectral analysis of the raw correlator
data again yields the worst physical results and changes from run to run; these
results were not worth listing. The spectral analysis of the CF averaged over ten
runs yielded results that were not as bad as the Gaussian fit, 17.42 for the 1D case
and 18.70 for the 2D case. The difference between results obtained using different
fitting functions once again illustrates the uncertainty in comparing computational
and experimental data to the theoretical results. One should have at least some
information about the shape of the “true” CF.
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3.7

Closing Comments
In summary, we looked at reconciling numerical and physical measurements

of random rough surfaces with theoretical results using the roughness CF. We
demonstrated that data extracted from scanning microscopy of the surface profile
can be insufficient for unambiguous determination of the shape of the CF. The
same is true for computational experiments in which a random surface is generated
without an effort to reproduce a known CF.
There are two main obstacles, apart from the accuracy of the measurements,
that affect the correct identification of surface correlations. The first one is the
presence of the fluctuating tails in the extracted CF in 1D and 2D rough systems
which is an unavoidable result of the finite size of the samples. The second one is
the relationship between the step size b, the correlation radius r and the overall
number of data points N . In order to properly recover the surface correlator one
should have a step size as small as possible (at most b . r/10 [6, 11, 23]). If
one decreases b while keeping the overall number of data points N constant, the
data-set measured in units of r shrinks and is covered by smaller number of bigger
domains. Decreasing b while keeping the sample size constant is therefore counterproductive and gives rise to spurious, purely geometrical correlations between
clusters of inhomogeneities that have no physical significance and can mimic the
presence of additional, larger correlation radii. One can decrease the step size
while increasing the number of data points which is difficult to do with limited
computational capabilities. This same effect makes reproducing surfaces with very
large correlation radii virtually impossible with the methods of Section 3.2.
We analyzed two methods of numerical generation of surfaces with predetermined roughness CF. This was done with two practical physical applications in
mind: the quantum diffusion 1D beams of UCN in a rough waveguide and the
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resistivity of UTF in QSE conditions. We judged the quality of the analysis of
the extracted CF by the accuracy of the predictions for the observables for these
applications.
There are several challenges for identifying the roughness correlator both from
experimental and numerical data on the surface profile. Most importantly, the
standard deviation σ between the measured correlation and some fitting function
cannot be considered a good predictor for the physical results because the value
of σ extracted from fitting is strongly weighted towards the tail of the CF. If the
CF decreases rapidly at large distances, the values of σ are more or less the same
for all reasonable fitting functions and measure the fluctuations without providing
information about the appropriateness of the chosen fitting CF. Meanwhile, the
physical observables are very sensitive to the shape of the correlator. As a result,
the error in physical results can exceed σ by far.
One option for suppressing the fluctuation-driven tails is to average the numerically or experimentally measured CF over several samples, as in experiments [2–5].
However, this operation is inherently dangerous when, for example, the CF itself
has long tails of alternating sign. The operation might be helpful if there is prior
knowledge that there are no long range correlations in the sample.
We also tried the alternative approach to data analysis without using fitting
functions by performing the spectral analysis of the raw correlation data and feeding the results directly into the equations for the calculation of the observables.
In 1D samples, this approach worked somewhat, but not much, better than using
a fitting function of the wrong shape, but still noticeably worse than using the
“right” fitting function. This approach did not work in our generated 2D samples
because of the fluctuation-driven anisotropy which was exacerbated by the smaller
sizes of the samples compared with those in 1D.
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If there are no restrictions on the amplitudes of inhomogeneities, as in the
case of macroscopic roughness, one can easily generate a surface with any given
CF. Generating random surfaces with discretized, atomic inhomogeneities, i.e.,
inhomogeneities with amplitudes of integer sizes, presents unique challenges. Here
the only reliable method is to use a solvable spin lattice model (Ising model).
However, this approach works only in 1D rough systems since the universe of
exactly solvable models is limited and, therefore, one can generate the surfaces
with discrete amplitude of inhomogeneities with just few types of predetermined
surface correlators which may or may not reflect real rough surfaces.
For the neutron problem, for which the roughness of the waveguide is introduced on purpose, our numerical experiments with the Ising model might prove to
be helpful. One can generate a random rough profile using the Monte Carlo simulations on the basis of the 1D Ising model with predetermined correlation radius
and amplitude of roughness and to transfer this profile onto the mirror surface.
We will make use of this idea in Chapter 6.
In the following Chapter, we will use our experience with simulated rough
surfaces to identify accurately the rough CF of GRANIT’s new mirror.
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CHAPTER 4
Correlation Properties of the Real GRANIT Mirror

4.1

Extraction of the Roughness CF
Most of the contents of this chapter can be found in Ref. [1].
As mentioned earlier in Section 1.3, we analyzed the experimental data on the

roughness of a new large glass mirror produced for ongoing GRANIT experiments
at ILL [1–4].
The design and construction of the new mirror are determined by the following considerations. This mirror should serve for shaping of the initial UCN
spectrum and will be installed at the most upstream part of the transport mirror.
In first test experiments, it will be used also for measurements of parameters of
gravitational quantum states of UCN. Since the main application of the mirror is
to serve as a gravitational state selector, the mirror has large roughness amplitudes
thus maximizing its efficiency at the expense of absolute measurements with this
rough scatterer/absorber. The total length along the beam of UCN is restricted
by the length of the flat bottom mirror; therefore, the length of the rough mirror is
restricted by some reasonable small value (9 cm). The width of the rough mirror
is similar to the width of the bottom mirror (30 cm). The schematics of the mirror
is given in Figure 24 on page 79.
The roughness profile of this new mirror was measured in the five patches
shown in Figure 24 using the vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) technique, see
Section 1.3 and Ref. [5]. Light is split into two coherent light beams. One beam
is sent onto the measured mirror and is coupled after reflection with another light
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Figure 24: The latest rough mirror surface with five control patches [1]. The mirror
is 90 mm long in the direction of propagation of the UCN. The surface roughness is
assumed to be uniform across the mirror.

beam reflected from a perfectly flat sample. The resulting beam is analyzed in
a CCD camera and the interference pattern gives the profile of the rough mirror.
Scanning over a certain area of the rough mirror allows one to measure the distribution of roughness. If the roughness is too sharp in a particular point, the beam
deviates from its vertical trajectory and it does not get back into the detector
resulting in a “Bad” point in the data set. The fabrication of the rough mirror
favors producing moderate roughness without large angles between the local surface and the global reference plane (too large amplitudes have been eliminated by
the surface production technique). There are about (1.5 ÷ 2)% of “Bad” points
among the whole data-set, which sometimes formed clusters. The largest cluster
contained 8 “Bad” points.
The raw data set contains surface profiles hi (x, y) measured in five patches
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), Figure 24. The mirror is 90 mm long in the direction of the UCN
beam and 300 mm wide. The size of each patch is 0.504 × 0.504 mm2 . The data
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set for each patch contains 2557 × 2557 ∼ 6.5 × 106 points. The distance between
individual data points (step size) is b = 0.2 µm  l0 , `.
4.1.1

Data Set Preparation

The data analysis consists of several steps. First, thin stripes of “Bad” points
located at the edges of the measured profiles were eliminated. The “Bad” data
points within the remaining 2537 × 2537 square were replaced by the averages of
surrounding points. Second, the proper reference planes for individual patches are
restored by fitting each of the five data sets hi to the planes pi (x, y) = ai + bi x + ci y
to eliminate the tilting and ensure that hhi i = 0. The set of coefficients ai , bi , ci
provides the best fit to the profile data for the ith patch and the values of pi (x, y)
are subtracted from hi (x, y), hi (x, y) = hi (x, y) − pi (x, y). By itself, eliminating
the tilting in this way is not controversial. The only potential problem here could
arise if the mirror as a whole is slightly curved and the reference planes for the
individual patches are different from each other.
4.1.2

Computation of the CF

The analysis of the data sets and the results are similar to our numerical
experiments in Chapter 3 and Ref. [6]. We improve the accuracy by maximizing
utilization of the data points. We define the extracted CF as
N N
−s
X
X
1
hi,j hi−t,j+s ,
ζex (s > 0, t > 0) =
(N − s)(N − t) i=1+t j=1

(66)

where hij is the height of the point at coordinates (xi , yj ) and N = 2537 is the
lateral size of the sample. Just as in numerical experiments, the finite size of the
patches degrades the accuracy of the computations for large s and t in Eq. (66).
This degradation becomes rapid at s, t > N/2 resulting in the large fluctuations
in the tail.
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Figure 25: Light surface: Extracted 2D CF, ζex (s, t) in Eq. (66), for patch #2 (see
Figure 24). Dark surface: Best
isotropic exponential fitting function,
√ fit for ζex (s, t) by p
2
E
2
2
ζf (ρ) = η exp(−ρ/rf ), ρ = s + t , where η = ζex (0, 0) = 1.14 and rfE = 0.72. The
best fitting values of the correlation radius rE for all extracted CF are summarized in
Tables 9 and 10. The horizontal axes are in units of l0 while the ζ axis is in units of l02 .

The extraction of the correlation information form the profile data sets is
routine with the only limitation being the large volume of profile data. Our
computational capabilities allowed us to compute the 2D ζex in Eq. (66) up to
smax = tmax = 200 points ≈ 7l0 1 . Due to the rapid increase of operations with increasing s and t we calculated ζex (100 < s, t < 200) with step size equal to 2b. An
example of 2D CF for one of the patches is shown in Figure 25 (light surface). The
extracted correlators for the other patches look similar. All extracted correlators
exhibit sharp peaks which might indicate an exponential decay of the CF.
We checked the isotropy of the five extracted CF by fitting them to anisotropic
1

This value defines our computational limit.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
Av.

η
rsE , rtE σ E × 102
1.03 0.62, 0.63, 1.42
1.14 0.70, 0.73, 2.69
0.97 0.64, 0.74, 2.71
0.99 0.64, 0.66, 2.35
0.96 0.57, 0.60, 0.83
1.02 0.64, 0.67, 1.84

rsP L , rtP L , u, σ P L × 102
0.45, 0.45, 0.9997, 1.56
0.44, 0.46, 0.864, 2.04
0.28, 0.31, 0.658, 1.37
0.32, 0.34, 0.73, 1.26
0.46, 0.48, 1.10, 1.20
0.38, 0.40, 0.842, 1.33

Table 9: The parametrization of the extracted CF, ζex (s, t), by anisotropic exponential
and power law fitting functions (see Eqs. (67) and (68)). Rows 1-5 give the data for
the individual patches (see Figure 24) and the last row gives the CF averaged over all
patches.
p The values of the amplitude of roughness in the second column correspond to
η = ζex (0, 0) (see Eq. (66)) and it is not a fitting parameter.

# rfE , σ E × 102
1
0.62, 1.42
2
0.72, 2.44
3
0.68, 2.61
4
0.65, 2.25
5
0.58, 0.68
Av.
0.65, 1.75

rfG , σ G × 102
0.49, 3.93
0.56, 5.75
0.50, 4.94
0.49, 4.56
0.47, 3.00
0.50, 4.39

rfP L , σ P L × 102
0.66, 2.04
0.76, 3.15
0.70, 3.23
0.68, 2.80
0.62, 1.48
0.69, 2.44

G
PL
−3
(ΦE
2 , Φ2 , Φ2 ) × 10
5.44, 3.94, 4.18
6.23, 4.52, 4.78
4.63, 3.46, 3.60
4.92, 3.64, 3.81
4.87, 3.50, 3.75
5.22, 3.83, 4.01

Table 10: Results of the fit of the extracted CF for five patches (see Figure 24) and
for the averaged CF (last row) by the exponential (E), Gaussian (G), and power law
(P L) fitting functions as defined in Table 2. For each fitting function the table shows the
correlation radii rE,G,P L and the quality of the fits, σ E,G,P L (Eq. (62)). The last column
L
shows the calculated parameter ΦE,G,P
(Eq. (43)) responsible for the exit neutron count,
2
Eq. (20).

exponential and power law fitting functions:

ζfE (s, t)

 q

= η exp − (s/rsE )2 + (t/rtE )2 ,
2

ζfP L (s, t) =
where η 2 = ζex (0, 0) = N −2

P

η2
u,
[1 + (s/rsP L )2 + (t/rtP L )2 ]

(67)

(68)

2

hi , and is not a fitting parameter. The best fitting

i

values for rs,t are summarized in Table 9.
The first five rows in Table 9 provide the data for the individual patches,
while the last row describes the CF averaged over all patches. One can make two
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Figure 26: The illustration of the fluctuation-driven tails of the CF, ζ(s, 0), for patch
#2 of the actual mirror (solid curve) and for the numerically generated surface with
roughness emulating the exponential CF with η = 1.14 and r = 0.72 (see the second row
of Table 10)

.

conclusions. First, as in our numerical experiments the statistical quality of the fit
by each fitting function, which is measured by σ 2 in Eq. (62), is roughly the same
for both ζfE and ζfP L and it is dominated by the oscillations in the tails. Second,
the anisotropy of the CF, as measured by the difference in the correlation radii
rs,t in the s and t directions, is of the order of (3 ÷ 4)%. This is smaller than the
difference in the correlation radii between the patches, which is rather pronounced.
For this reason, in further analysis we neglect the anisotropy and concentrate on
√
analyzing the extracted CF averaged over the angles, ζf l (ρ), ρ = s2 + t2 (see
Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Solid line, 1: Extracted correlator after averaging over the angles and over
all patches, last row in Table 10. Dashed line, 2: The fitting 1D exponential correlator
of the form ζfE (ρ) = ζex (0, 0) exp(−ρ/rfE ). Dotted line, 3: The fitting 1D power law
correlator of the form ζfP L (ρ) = ζex (0, 0)[1 + (ρ/rP L )2 ]−3/2 . The fitting E correlator
describes the peak area of the extracted CF much better than the P L fitting correlator.
The extracted fitting parameters and values of σ are shown in Table 10.

.

In Figure 25 in page 81 we plotted the best fit for the CF from patch #2
to isotropic exponential fitting function (dark surface). The value of the fitting
correlation radius is indistinguishable from that of the corresponding flat 1D CF
(Table 10, second row). Figure 26 gives a comparison between the CF for patch
#2 and for a computationally generated rough surface (see Chapter 3) emulating
the exponential correlation with roughness parameters identical to those extracted
from patch #2, namely, η = 1.14 and r = 0.72 (see Table 10). The similarity in
fluctuating tails is striking. Similar long oscillations tails are observed for all other
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patches.
Though the exponential and power law fits yield similar values of σ because of
the dominant contribution of the tail, in the peak area the exponential fit worked
visually much better. This is evidenced in Figure 27 on page 84 where we present
the flat CF obtained from the 2D correlator averaged over the five patches in the
last row of Table 10 (solid line 1), together with the exponential (dashed line 2)
and power law (dotted line 3) fitting correlators. For this reason we choose to use
the results of the exponential fits for calculating the observable Φ2 , Eq. (43), in
the last column of Table 10.
In Table 10, we present the results of fitting ζf l (ρ) for the five patches and for
the averaged CF (last row) using the exponential (E), Gaussian (G), and power
law functions (P L) from Table 2 together with the values of the fitting correlation
radii, the standard deviation and the observable Φ2 . The values of η remain the
same as those of the second column in Table 9.

4.2

Experimental Consequences
The main conclusion from the previous sections is that the difficulties that we

experience trying to identify the CF for the actual mirror are exactly the same as
in our numerical experiments in Chapter 3. Our extensive numerical data show
that the best way of identification seems to be the averaging over several samples
in combination with the graphical and numerical analysis of the peak area without
much reliance on the overall standard deviation, σ.
Our reluctant conclusion from the analysis of the experimental data on the
roughness of the actual mirror is that its roughness CF is close to the isotropic
exponential function, ζactual (ρ) = η 2 exp(−ρ/r), with roughness amplitude η = 1.02
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and correlation radius r = 0.65 (Table 10). This yields the value Φ2 ' 5.22 × 103 .
The uncertainty in the parameters is about 10% given the presence of “Bad” points
in the data sets, residual anisotropy and, most of all, difference in values between
the patches.
Knowing the value of Φ2 we can predict the exit neutron count in experiments
with this mirror. Luckily, the uncertainty in Φ2 in this range of values does not
affect much the dependence of the exit neutron count on the waveguide width. We
will present our main predictions for the neutron count in function of the waveguide
width in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Predictions For Ongoing GRANIT Experiments

Most of the contents of this chapter can be found in Ref. [1].
Figure 28 on page 88 shows the predicted exit neutron count for our extracted
roughness parameters η = `/l0 = 1.02, r = R/l0 = 0.65, and Φ2 ' 5.22 × 103 (last
row in Table 10) as a function of the spacing between the rough and flat mirrors,
h (Figure 1) [1–3]. The steps in the figure are the long-sought demonstration of
the consecutive depletion of the quantum gravitational steps (see Chapter 2).
The accuracy of this prediction is limited by a relatively large value of the
roughness amplitude, which breaks our main theoretical assumption η  r, h [1, 3–
6]. The same factor limits the accuracy of measuring the spacing between mirrors,
as mentioned earlier, making the measurements at small h virtually impossible.
From the point of view of the experiment, a large η is not very good either. It
results in a noticeable broadening of the levels and in the smearing of the gravitational quantum states [3]. In addition, both theory and experiment require better
information on the distribution of neutrons entering the slit over the quantum
states, N0 (see Eq. (20)).
The uncertainty of about 10% in our predicted value of Φ2 (see Section 4.2)
does not affect the dependence of the exit neutron count on the slit width as
opposed to smaller values of Φ found in Refs. [4–6] (see Figure 6). This is illustrated
in Figure 29 on page 88. The eight curves in this figure show (from left to right)
the exit neutron count Ne /N0 with respect to the slit width, h, for Φ2 × 10−3 =
1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8 (see Eq. (20)). All curves in Figure 29 show well pronounced
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Figure 28: Predicted exit neutron count Ne (h)/N0 , Eq. (20), as a function of the
waveguide width, h (see Figure 1). Calculations for the new GRANIT mirror with
isotropic exponential roughness yield Φ2 ' 5.22 × 103 .
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Figure 29: Exit neutron count Ne (h)/N0 as a function of the waveguide width, h for
several values of Φ2 . N0 represents the number of neutron entering the slit in each
quantum state, Eq. (20). Eight curves from left to right correspond to Φ2 × 10−3 =
1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8. The neutron count decreases with increasing Φ2 .
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predicted quantum steps which allows using the setup for precise measurements of
fundamental forces [7–15].
It is worth mentioning that the neutron count is less sensitive to the value of
Φ when Φ is in the (2 ÷ 8) × 103 range than when it is in the 5 ÷ 40 range (compare
Figures 6 and 29).
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CHAPTER 6
Summary and Conclusions

6.1

Main Conclusions
In summary, we have applied the general theory of transport of particles along

rough surfaces [1–6] to the gravitationally quantized diffusion of UCN in a rough
waveguide. We demonstrated that all the information about the properties of
the waveguide (length, roughness, absorption threshold, etc.) collapse into a single
dimensionless constant Φ1,2 which determines the exit neutron count (see Eqs. (20)
and (21)). The parameter Φ is determined by a complicated integral involving the
roughness CF whose shape should be known a priori (see Eqs. (30) and (43)). In
waveguides with 1D roughness the integration could be carried analytically for
most common types of correlators (see Table 2). In waveguides with 2D roughness
the calculations were mostly numerical (see Table 3)
In general, the larger the value of Φ, the more pronounced are the quantum
steps on the dependence of the neutron count on the waveguide width. These
quantum steps become very clear at Φ & 40 for a waveguide with 1D roughness
as described in Ref. [7] (compare Figures 6 and 28). Experimentally, the value of
Φ can be increased by increasing η while still staying within the weak roughness
domain, r > η. However, one should keep in mind that an increase in the amplitude
of roughness η also degrades the accuracy of the measurement of the waveguide
width [8].
We found that in the biased diffusion approximation the constant Φ is closely
related to the depletion times (line broadenings) for the gravitational states, τj
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(Eq. (16)), which have simple scaling properties (Eqs. (39) and (48)). The ratios
τj /τ1 are universal functions of the waveguide width (Figures 7 and 9), independent
of the waveguide parameters.
We also derived useful scaling relationships which will allow experimentalists
to extend our theoretical predictions in different experimental setups (Eqs. (39)
and (48)).
We performed numerical experiments aimed at the identification of the CF
extracted from computationally generated rough surfaces with predetermined correlators (Chapter 3). Our method allowed us to generate surfaces with macroscopic roughness (η, l0  a, where a is the atomic size) and atomic roughness
(η ∼ a  l0 ), both in 1D and 2D. In the case of macroscopic roughness we generated surfaces with desired CF by rotating an uncorrelated profile vector (see Eq.
(54)), while in the case of atomic roughness we used a Monte Carlo simulation for
a spin lattice model (see Eq. (65)).
The objective of the numerical experiments was to identify the difficulties in
the accurate extraction of the roughness CF from profile data for computationally
generated rough surfaces. We did this by fitting the extracted 1D and 2D CF to
reasonable fitting correlators (Tables 2 and 3) and by inputing the spectral decomposition of the extracted raw CF directly into the equations for the observables.
We found two main obstacles for the unambiguous extraction of the roughness
correlator:
The first of them is the presence of fluctuation-driven tails in extracted CF
which is unavoidable for finite samples. All the fitting functions which we used
(see Tables 2, 3 and Eqs. (67) and (68)) exhibited more or less the same statistical
quality of the fit (σ) but lead to considerably different predictions for the observables. The statistical quality of the fits is heavily weighted towards the fluctuating
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tail region of the CF rather than the peak area. In consequence, the quality of
the fit should not be judged by the value of σ in Eq. (62). Suppressing the fluctuations in the tails by averaging of the CF extracted from several independent
samples might be beneficial if there are no long-range oscillating correlations in
the sample; otherwise it might be dangerous.
The second obstacle is the relationship between the step size b, which should
be as small as possible, and the correlation radius. Decreasing b without proportionally increasing the size of the samples gives rise to geometrical interdomain
correlations that are not related to physical interactions. These interdomain correlations can masquerade as the presence of an additional, larger correlation radius.
Avoiding the use of fitting functions by feeding the equations with the raw
correlation data seems to be marginally acceptable for 1D rough surfaces and did
not work at all for 2D surfaces. Our main conclusion here is that the direct use of
the raw correlator is worse than the careful analysis of the fitting functions.
In conclusion, the identification of the roughness CF should not be undertaken
lightly. The results of the numerical experiments lead us to believe that the proper
identification of the CF requires using the statistical quality of the fittings (σ)
in combination with averaging the extracted CF over different samples plus a
graphical and numerical analysis of the averaged correlator in the peak area.
Based on this experience, we identified the CF for the new GRANIT mirror as
isotropic exponential with roughness parameters η = 1.04 and r = 0.65 (see Section 4.2). This roughness correlator yields the value Φ2 ' 5.22 × 103 which allows
us to predict the exit neutron count as a function of the neutron width for the new
GRANIT experiments utilizing this rough mirror (Figure 28). Despite uncertainties in the measurements and the quality of the data, the predicted neutron count
exhibits well-developed quantum steps corresponding to the consecutive depletion
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of lower gravitational states.

6.2

Recommendations For Future Work: The Ising Mirror
The presence of well-formed steps on the neutron count curve (Figure 28) is

explained mostly by a relatively large amplitude of roughness (η), about 10 times
bigger than for the older cell. This large value of the amplitude of roughness
presents challenges for both theory and experiment. On the theoretical side, the
main assumption of the theory, η  r, h (weak roughness) is violated. For experiment, the large amplitude of roughness degrades the accuracy of measurements.
It also means that the energy levels become broad and not very well defined even
if inter-level transitions are disregarded.
Most of these uncertainties disappear if a future rough mirror is fabricated
utilizing a drastically different design based on the 1D Ising model described in
Section 3.6. In essence, we are proposing to make the rough mirror looking like an
interferometric grating with trenches of constant depth but with randomly varying
widths and separations [9, 10]. Such an Ising grating can be easily generated
computationally with the methods used in Section 3.6. Since the characteristic
length is macroscopic, l0 ∼ 5.87µm, the generated pattern can then be transferred
to the mirror surface.
An element of such a mirror is shown in Figure 30. The thick dark line
shows the surface of the mirror. Since this is an upper mirror for a GRANITlike experiment, the mirror material is above the thick line (gray region) and the
neutron beam is propagating below it (white region). The dark rectangles of width
l0 are the “Ising spins”. Both axes are measured in units of l0 .
Since the real mirror is continuous, in contrast to the discrete Ising model,
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Figure 30: A fragment of the proposed rough upper “Ising mirror” based on the Monte
Carlo simulations of Section 3.6 for the 1D Ising model with J/kB T ≈ 0.7. The thick
black line is the surface profile and the dark bars are the “Ising spins”. The mirror
material is the filled gray area. The amplitude of roughness is η = 0.2, the correlation
radius is r = 2 and the value of the observable is Φ1 ≈ 43.5. All axes are in units of l0 .
The vertical scale is about 100 times smaller than the horizontal one. The value of η can
be changed by simply rescaling the vertical axis.

the roughness CF coincides with the Ising exponent (Eq. (65)) only in the integer
points and is slightly different elsewhere:

ζ(x) = η

2










bxc
dxe
bxc
exp −
+ (x − bxc) exp −
− exp −
r
r
r

(69)

The neutron count predictor Φ1 for the CF in Eq. (69) can be calculated only
numerically. It differs from the one for a purely exponential function by not more
than 5%. Since the value of ΦE
1 in Eq. (37) is more sensitive to η than to r,
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Figure 31: Predicted exit neutron count Ne (h)/N0 for the Ising mirror described in
Figure 30 generated using Monte Carlo simulations for the 1D Ising model described
in Section 3.6. In this figure, the roughness amplitudes are η = 0.3 (solid line) and
η = 0.4 (dashed line), and the correlation radius is r = 2. The steps can be made more
pronounced by further increasing η while still remaining in the weak roughness limit,
η  r.

one should increase η as much as possible while remaining in the weak roughness
limit, η < r. Another limit is imposed by the width of the waveguide which
in experiments comes down to h ∼ 2. Therefore, the optimal waveguide should
have roughness correlation radius r ' 2 and amplitude η < 2. We would not
recommend making η much larger than 0.2 ÷ 0.4, since the ratio η/h limits the
accuracy of measuring the waveguide width, as mentioned earlier. The values of
Φ1 with r = 2 and η = 0.2 ÷ 0.4 are in the range 42.5 ÷ 170 with the parameters
of the original waveguide and in the 30.3 ÷ 121.5 range with the parameters of the
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new waveguide. These values of Φ1 are sufficient for exhibiting the quantum steps
in the exit neutron count (see Figure 31) and for producing neutrons with welldefined energies in the peV range. Because the amplitude of roughness is quite
small, these values are much smaller than the ones in Figure 29 and the quantum
steps are less pronounced.
Note that most of the sources of error mentioned earlier disappear for this
design since the width of the slit can be accurately measured and the energy
levels are much better defined. The loss of neutrons due to sideways scattering is
minimized as well. This design is easily scalable in both vertical and horizontal
directions and creates a well-controlled environment.
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APPENDIX A
Proofs of Eqs. (30) and (43)

A.1

Proof of Eq. (30)
With the help of Eq. (27), Eq. (29) can be rewritten as:

F1 (r, h) = 2 × 10−5 r3 ε−1/2

X

bj 0 ψ1 (y1j 0 )

j 0 >1

=

√ N
2π 2 r3 χ X
3/4
h3 uc

2r3 ε 1
'
πuc N 3

j 02 ψ1 (y1j 0 ),

j 0 >1

Z

N =

h 1/2
ε
π

(A.1)

N

j 02 ψ1 (y1j 0 )dj 0 ,

1

where yjj 0 = yj − yj 0 = r(βj − βj 0 ). The substitution zj 0 = j 0 /N in Eq. (A.1) at
N → ∞ (or uc → ∞) yields:

where y1j 0

Z
2r3 ε 1
dz z 2 ψ1 (y),
(A.2)
F1 (r, h) '
πuc 0
√

√
→ y(z) = r ε 1 − 1 − z 2 . Eq. (A.2) is the last line of Eq. (29).

Substituting this expression into Eq. (21), we obtain Eqs. (30) and (31).

A.2

Proof of Eq. (43)
The integration over the angle in Eq. (6) yields the zeroth harmonic of the

transition probabilities Wjj 0 (|qj 0 − qj |) which can be written as1 :

(0)
Wjj 0

Z
=

2π

(0)

Wjj 0 (|qj 0 − qj |)dθ = π ζ̃2 (Qj , Qj 0 )Uc2 ψj2 (H)ψj20 (H),

0
1

Compare Eq. (A.3) with Eq. (9).
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(A.3)

where |qj 0 − qj | =

p
|qj 0 |2 + |qj |2 − 2|qj 0 ||qj | cos θ (see Ref. [1]), and

(0)

ζ̃2 (Qj 0 , Qj ) = `2 R2 ψ2 (Qj 0 , Qj ),

(A.4)

with Qj = qj R.
The expression for the dimensionless transition probability is obtained by
substituting Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.3)2 :
4
wjj 0 = √ × 10−10 u2c bj bj 0 η 2 r2 ψ2 (yj 0 , yj ).
2π

(A.5)

We transform Eq. (41) for F2 (r, h) by replacing summation by integration in
the same way as in Eq. (A.2):

r

X
2
× 10−5 r4
bj 0 ψ2 (y1 , yj 0 )
π
j 0 >1
r
Z N
2uc 1
4
'r
j 02 ψ2 (y1 , yj 0 )dj 0 .
3
3
3
π χ N 1

F2 (r, h) =

(A.6)

The last line of Eq. (41) is obtained using zj 0 = j 0 /N in Eq. (A.6) and letting
N → ∞ as before. Substituting this expression into Eq. (21), we obtain Eqs. (43)
√ √
√
and (44), where y1 → r ε and yj 0 → y(z) = r ε 1 − z 2 .
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Compare with Eq. (25).
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APPENDIX B
Calculation of ζex for 2D Random Rough Profiles
The CF in our generated 2D rough profiles is extracted by optimizing the use
of available points, Nmax . Instead of considering the periodic boundary conditions
as we did in 1D, we extract the correlations in different directions by following
the pattern described in Figure B.1 and averaging the extracted CF over different
quadrants. We use all points in these quadrants as starting points for pair correlations. The directions from starting to end points in pair correlations are shown
by arrows. These directions are different for different quadrants. The starting and
end points can below to different quadrants. In all cases, one has to be careful to
avoid the double-counting of the correlations, see Table B.1. The extracted CF is
defined in Eq. (B.1) as follows:
 

M P
M
M P
N

P
P


C1
hkl hk+s,l+t +
hkl hk+s,l−t , s > 0, t > 0



k=1 l=1
k=1 l=M


M M


M
M
M P
N

P
P
P
PP


hkl hk,l+t , t > 0
hkl hk,l−t −
hkl hk,l+t +
C2 (t)
k=1 l=M −t
k=1 l=M
k=1 l=1
ζex (s, t) =
 M M

M P
N
M

PP
P
P


hkl hk+s,l +
hkl hk+s,l −
hkM hk+s,M , s > 0
C 3


k=1 l=1
k=1 l=M
k=1

 M M



M P
N
M

PP 2
P
P

2
2

hkl +
hkl −
hkM , s = t = 0,
C 4
k=1 l=1

k=1 l=M

k=1

(B.1)

where N labels the lateral size of the surface (not the total number of generated
points, which is N 2 ≤ Nmax ) and M = 12 (N + 1). In Eq. (B.1), Ci is the number
of averaged points which is given by:

C1 =

1
1
1
,
C
(t)
=
,
C
=
C
=
.
2
3
4
2M 2
2M 2 − M (t + 1)
2M 2 − M
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(B.2)

t
N

3

2

M

1

1

4

N

M

s

Figure B.1: The square above describes the extraction of the CF from our numerically
generated 2D rough profiles. The size of the surface profile is N 2 = Nmax ∼ 5000. We
optimize the use of the data points by calculating correlations in different directions following the patterns described in this figure and averaging the CF between the quadrants
as described in Table B.1. One has to be careful to avoid double-counting of repeated
correlations; see Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2).

Averaging squares
Comment
1 (s > 0, t > 0) & 2 (s > 0, t < 0)
No double-countings
1 (t > 0) & 2 (t < 0)
Exclude the overlapping bar
1 & 4 (s > 0, t = 0)
Exclude the overlapping border
1 & 2 (s = t = 0)
Exclude the overlapping border
Table B.1: This table describes the averaging of the extracted correlations among the
quadrants defined by Figure B.1. In each case, one has to suppress the double-counted
correlations.
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